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PADUCAH. KY;. MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 26, 1907.
MACHINE TICKET
OPPOSES SLATE
Owen Tyler Announces His
Candidacy for Mayor.
Means 4 Irp oniit ion to Itinghem at Pri-
mary in Louisville Next
Mouth.
BARTH'S ESTATE liqMt W11 S.
Louisville, Aug 2.6. (Special.)---
Owen Tyler. former president of the
board of aldermen, announced his
candidacy for the Democratic nonti-
nation for raayor, opposing it. W
Bingham. It is said he alit head a
ticket in opposition to the state ad-
-ministration elate, which will be sup-
ported by the old city machine crowd
Paul Barth's Will.
The late Mayor Paul C Barth by
will dated this year. and pled for
probete, leaves an estate valued at
about $150,041.4 in trust to his three
sons. Several small bequests are
made to his sisters and brother.
CHARLES E. CRAWFORD
SUCCUMBS TO ILLNESS
Well Known Citizen of Gra-
hamville Passes Away at
His Home.
Grahainville. Aug. Sti. !Special)
--Grahamville lost a eubatantatt cs-
lien this morning when Charles E
Crawford died at 9:311 o'clock at hft
home after a several weeks' illness of
-congestion of the stomach and boa -
els. Mr. .Crilarord was 38 years old,
and all o! his life had been *pent
near Grahantville, where he was
well known_and liked by everyone
wss married to Miss Maggte Gra
barn several years ago and the fol-
lowing children esti-lave: Graham.
Otis. Panline and Maud. His parents
have been dead for many years but
he leaves the following sisters: als,
William Graham, of Blulget, Mo..
Mrs. Peter Ratcliffe, of Pa.ducah:
Mrs. Wallace Long, Mrs. Henry
Cunningham, of Grahamirtile. Mr.
Crawford leaves the following broth-
ers: .James Crawford, Joseph Craw-
ford, and Lon Crawford. of Graham-
ville, and a half brother, Carl Craw-
ford. of Mirage.
Mr. Crawford was a member of
the Odd Fellows and the funeral
will tie ender their direction and the
hurta1 will be heId tomorrow after
noon at the family burial grournds
neat Grahamville. Mr Crawford wst
•a farmer and tobacco dealer, and was
a prosperous young man. A more
pepular soutig man could wet-hats
been found in this county.
HENRY LEECH FOUND
IN A LUMBER CAMP
A man identified by Green Dale as
Henry Leech, alias W T. Leek, has
been located in. a timber camp fifty
miles west of Cairo in Missouri, and
Detective W. .L Moore has gone to
the camp to place the suspect under
arrest. Young Dale is a son of Pro-
prietor Bud Dale. of the New' Rish-
mond. House,- who cashed a bogus
$254). check for the fugitive.
TILLMAN SEES THIS
STATE REPUBLICAN
Cincinnati. ) Aug. 26.--United
States Senator Benjamin- R. Tillman,
who has been fouling Ohio, today
said that from the present outlook
Missouri. Kentucky and Maryland
will all be In the Republican ranks In
1908.
• JAI'S PROTEST.
Washington, Aug. 26.-This
Japanese discharged front the
United Staten navy in the Phil-
!Wiles simply because they are
Japanese, have entered a pro-
text and appeal for reinstate-
ment, according to mall edifices
teem the 'archipelago. le.tra
preeautionis were taken to pro-
pel ttp• dry dock naewey. It im
;nitrated at night on both the
land and the water side.
WEATHER FOR ISGAST.
FA1R.
10 CENTS PER WEEK
Fah- and manner tonight. Tuesday
shower*. Higheet temperature yes-
terday, 00; tiniest today, 041.
- -  - - - - - - 
WOME N VIGILANTES.
Baird, 10011. tug. 26.-The
town is worked up over the dis-
covery of a gang of women
v. hitecappers Operilaing its the
whin y. one man has been
severely beaten and another
given it emit of tar and feathers.
Women have bandod together in
0 law 111111 erder league, And it
Is said  than half the eivee
and daughters bf the town bi--
long.
TEItIO misTs.
St. Peterehurg. Aug. 28.---(ail.
Ivanhoff. goternsar of Viborg
peewee ens iliZsassitiated today.
eitile walk nag along the tareet.
Rim aseeteeitt nes arrested.
1111U)i-VEN RAIL.
Va., .tug. 26.-A
pneeenger train on the Sohthern
railway was derailed near hit-re
today. The entire train with the
exception of the engine and ten-
der turned 'completely over.
Filly petaens were injured. A
broken rail was the cause.
CRIMER WINS.
t.on.ion, Any:. :Mi.-After a
tight lasting almost three years.
Reflood troker lias won over
the FmmIIeh Jiwkoajah, and they
have just revoked, !! decision,
herring him fromtraining hie
horses at New Nlaritet.. McCabe.
his trainer, ham receiv,s1 no II.
1'1.111W) to train Creker's horses
them,
CYSIIIDE IN HARBOR
Baltimore, Aug. 20.-While
coming into the harbor last
night with a cargo of bananas
from Port Antonits, Jemaica,
the fruit steamer Barnstahle,
collided with the tug Jerry.
sinking the little craft and
drew Mug five of her crew.
JEAIA)USY.
aiew York. Aug. 20.-Jeal-1
sans rage because smother num
danceireith his sweetheart. is
said to • have induced Conrad-
Mitre to stalest% men early tide
moreing in Newteen. After
%Melting right and left with is
large eheeth knife. Murz escaped
but later eas captured by the
police after being clubbed into
submixitinse
FARMERS' UNION AND
ITS TWO DELEGATES
-Woodvilas Aag. St1.• -( S1141 : ) -
At a Noising_ meeting of the Farm-
ers' union held here Saturday after-
noon at 3 o'clotit the following dele-
gates were selected to represent the
local union at the national meeting
In Little Rock September 3: The
Rev. C. 15. McCaw. and Jeff Coffee.
Mulch enthusiaam was displayed at
the meeting and calls far speeches
were numerous. J. McKage, at
Rossington, made a short address
and other local speakers made a few-
remarks.
Interest in Revival.
Shun) Aug. 26. (Special.) -This
morning at le:30 o'clock the suc-
cessfkil revival which hae been going
on in the Megiodist church here,
came to a close. During the meet
Mg 22 new members were added to
the church membership - roll and
over, 25 conversions were had. The
revival was led by the Rev. T. J.
FRENCHMEN TAKE
A GERMAN VESSEL
Captured Wit II Coot raband tor
Moorish Rebels.
Interitieninal Manatees itiatitriling
allorovco Is Recondite %lore
'o-niplh'iit sal,
CIVIL WAR IS NOW MENACING.
Loudon. Aug. 26. -A dispatch
from Tangier says that the French
cruiser Du Chayla arrived there with
a German sailing ship which it had
captured off the Moroccan coset. The
salUng vessel was flying the Spaunsh
colors when the Du Chayla sighted it.
The captain of the cruiser .ild not
like the appearance of the ship and
sent a party to board het. They,
found that the vessel, which was
German, was carrying a cargo of
French rifles of the Grez pattern.
The Du Chayla took the contra-
band cargo aboard and on her arri-
val here trans-shipped the cargo to
the French cruiser Jeanne d'Arc. It
is said the arms were consigned to
the Moor tribesmen now attackiug
Casa Blanca. The cactain of the Ger-
man vessel is held a prisoner aboard
the Du Chayla.
Letters received here front Fez,
dated August 20, declare the situa-
tion there to be most grave. All the
Ituropean residents have decided to
leave Fez at once.
French Ambush Tribesmen.
Casa 131auca, Aug. 26.-Absolute
fearleseness eontinues tn character-
ize the attacks delivered by the tribes
men upon the French forces encamp-
ed here, and yelterday bands of
Arabs made isolated reckless ad-
vancee. A detachment of 100 Datives,
Whife stealing in toward the city.
was ambushed near the beach by the
French. A merciless fire mowed them
down. Those who are not killed fled
precipitately, 4but many dead were
left behind.
A dispatch received here from Vice
Admiral Philibert say a the tribes and
the governors eking the coast appar-
ently have not yet decided what at
titude they will assume toward Mutat
Hang. brother of the sultan, who has
been-declared sovereign in the south.
Continuing his offensive campaign
General Drude pushed his reconnoi-
tering parties four Miles out from his
center. The main body of the enene.
was not sighted.
Fritnee Awakens TO Danger.
Paris, Aug. 26.-The French pee-
pie are just beginning to realize the
seriousness of their embroilment with
Morocco. The government persists in
its declaration that, under no cis:cunt-
stances, will it undertake the subju-
gation of the country. Yet It Is clear
to the most ignorant observer that
the prevent situation is intolerable.
The country now is in a complete
state of anarchy and united only on
one point, hatred of the Christians.
A struggle of three claimantsfor the
sultan's throne is now in full swing
With Raisuli remaining a comic side
show.
It has been laferred from the lat-
est - attitude of the French govern-
ment that Germane has not yet con-
sented to any action beyond the
scope of the Algeciras treaty In re-
storing order in Morocco..
Germans% Study Situation. s
Cadiz, s‘Aug. 26,-The gunboat
General Concha has come in here
with the mail frairn Morocco. It
brought letters from members of the
Spanish today in the local press, and
which declare that several Germans
who are believed. to be army officers
hate arrived at Rail Blanca for the
purpose of studying the situation.
Other, letters from Spanish merchants
in Morocco express the belief that the
perelstence of the tribesmen In at-
tacking Casa Blanca is only a ruse to
make France and Spain concentrate
their military strength there, thus
leaving the *ay open for a body blow
by the Moors at some other port.
Psi Blame on Franee.
Berlin, Aug. 26.-The Frankfurt-
er Zeitung published a dispatch from
Tangier giving the subetanee of an'
interview 'which its correspondent
there had with Mohammed Sidi el
Owen, of Paducah, and during most Mokhri, head of the Moroccan dele-
of last week the Rats W. T. Bolling, gation to the Algeciras Convention
of Paducah. assisted him. Interest and who, it has been reported. may
was taken in the meeting from q18 1 succeed Mohammed El Torres as rep-
first service. Yesterday the largest regentatIve Of the Butte') at Tangier.
crowd that ever attended any gerv-1 He is quoted as siaillit that the
*anICA was at the church d a every eresest ferment in
service the church was crowded. Ten Morocco is dem to
alditions were had yesterday. ktient hasty course a
e interior of
ances invit-
ees& Blanes.
Govarnor
THE NEW RECRUIT.
Hoke Smith has egnea a state prollibitton but
-Gregg in Atlanta Constutution,
Autumn Fog Envelops the City
and Causes River Boats to Tie Up
Fall Is here or we are having a lit-
tle advance touch of autumn. Yes-
terday was too cool for a summer's
day, and in the evening porches were
deserted for reception rooms or in-
doors. Driving that has been a re-
lief during the summer months, was
not in evidence yesterday, especially
In the evening when wraps were not
uucomfortable. Perhaps the touch
of fall Was most in evidence on the
river. This morning at 3 o'clock a
fog lostered that was .almost lumen
etrable with a light. - Few steam-
boats were moving, and little delay
lwas occaatoued. lisibur boats kept
Ito their Moorings until the fog lifted
i well. The Richardson was returningfront Golconda early this morning,
ibut was compelled to tie up at ,Lyda's
I
Point this morning until 7 o'clock.
The Bettie Owen leaves regularly on
her first trip over the river at 6
o'clock, but this morning the ferry
did not start until 7 o'clock. Even
In the city the fog was dense and
early morning pedestrians had die-
:laity in distinguishing objects across
the street. No collisions were re-
ported, as the fog lifted before the
streets were well filled.
%
TWENTY.SIX PASS
CITY EXAMINATION
Mrs. Durian's Select School
Will Be Opened on Sep-
tember 9.
Twenty-I:1x applicants, mimed the
white teachers' examination. Prof.
George 0. Mcfiroom and Mrs. Dori-
an are grading the colored examina-
tion papers this afternoon. Those
who passed the white teachers' ex-
amination are.
W. H. Sugg, L. W. Feezor, 711 E.
Singleton. Floyd Swift, Helene Mc-
Broom, Jennie Sloan, Carrie Blythe.
Jessie Cloys. MCry.Bondurant, Addle
Byrd, Lucia Scott, Blanche Mooney,
Ernestine Alms. Addle Goheen, Min-
nie Jones. Mrs. Fannie Leddra, Ethel
Mitchell. Mary E. _Brazeltos Claire
St. John, J. Frank Cheek, Katherine
Powell, -Ilessie Karnall. Annabel
Acker. Eiltabeth starabam, - Elide
Hoewischers-Mrs. Lena Ham.
Mrs. Dorian's School.
Mrs. John .1. Dorian's private
school will open September 9, This
Is the sitiTh year and the school is
growing in size and popularity. 511:e.
Dorian will have capable assistance
this season. The evening school
will be conducted as heretofore.
This caused fear among the Moors
that their country would be subju-
gated.
Mama-hi 011 (1101111 Bitumen
San Sebastian. Aug. 26.-Accord-
lug to advices received by the govern-
ment from several of the Spanish
consuls In Morocco, Mutat Hang is at
present marching on Casa Blanca.
Mutat has constituted his government
and has been accepted by all south-
ern Morocco, including the .coast
towns.
Premier to Take Charge.
Paris, Aug. 26.-Prenlier Clemen-
cean, who returned from Carlsbad
and Munich, has mistimed the active
direction of the Moroccan situation
whivh deweloped during his absence.
He conferred with Foreign Minister
Pinchon, War Minister Plequare and
Minlater of Marine Toomson. Tomor-
row he wilt go to .404, President Fat-
Hetes •
STATE WILL BRING
OVER SWISS FAMILIES
Kentucky Laboring Class is
to Be Augmented With
Immigrants.
Frankfort, Ky , Aug. 26. -State
Agricultural Commissioner Vreeland
today received a communication from
Charles G. .Mutzenberg, agent for the
department in Switzerland, In the
matter of securing immigrants for
farm and household work in Ken-
tucky. The letter is dated Berne, Au-
gust 6 last.
Upon his arrival in Switzerland,
Mr. Mutsenberg found that a law had
just been adopted in that country
prohibiting anyone not a resident of
the country front making up parties
of emigrants; for some other country.
He consequently had to do his work
through loc--aT agenls In the different
provinces and experienced much dif-
ficulty in so doing. Notwithstanding
the stringent !eta:- drafted -to pre-
vent emigration not sanctioned by
the government. Mr. Mutsenberg dis-
trIbuted_much literature, and talked
with hundreds of persons who are
Inclined to come to the United States
to locate.-
As a result he sees the probability
of a good influx of Swiss immlgrantt
to the United States during the fall
and winter months, and many of
them to Kentucky. He Auld have
brought a colony of people directly
with hint, but for the laws interven-
ing, he being a naturalized citizen of
the United--Statess though formerly a
Swiss aubSect. He left the matter in
the hands of a brother and others at
Berne, and expects to get results dot-
ing the early fall. Mr. Mutzenberg is
now en route home.
AN OLD Worign cAuaEs
TROUBLE TO POLICEMAN
Patrolman James Clark is off
again on account of the injury to hls
left leg, where be was Shot two years
ago by John Trice at Eleventh
street and Broadway, when Trice re-
sisted arrest. Patrolman Clark
Marled to board a ear Theirsalay sod
struck the Injured: leg against the
step. It was bruisted and began to
swell badly.
STRIKERS FEEL
ENCOURAGEMENT
Small Reaches New York and
the Issue Statement.
Situation of the Telegraph Tie-Up
After National Officials Take
Hold.
virrv rEtt CENT IIETIKR.
New York, Aug. 26.-The condi-
tion is fifty per cent more 'favorable
to the strikers than they were last
Monday. Any proposition for arbi-
tration must be from the companies.
Thls statement was given out today
in the local .headquarters of the Tele-
graphers' Union and reflects the en-
thusiasm aroused by the arrival of
President Small.
Chicago, Aug. 26.-Members of
the strike board here were authority
for the statement that President
Small had received intimations in an
indirect way that he would be re-
ceived by President Clown', of the
Western Union. if advances were
made in proper manner.
itt•eak Reported.
Rumors that a break in the ranks
of the striking Asoclated Press oper-
ators is at hand were spread among
the Alegraph offices in Chicago. Col.
C. S. Diel, assistant manager of the
Press association, said he wottld give
out no positive information on the
subjeet, but that he was expecting an
important develomittleit in the strike
within twenty-four hours.
To offset this piece-of "bear" news.
tee operators heard that President
Small, of the union, had paid a visit
In the early hears of the morning toea -
the operating rooms of the telegraph
companies andthe_Associaled Press
and had learned the secrets of the
°aces. Small reegisted that only a
small fraction of the normal force of
men were -at work.
The superintendents admitted that
Small got inside the buildings, but
asserted that he did not "see any-
thing.-
Talk of Peter. Meet.
New York, Aug. 26 --There ap-
peared to' be an impression among
the striking telegraphers today that
the strike may be-arbitrated early
this week, though the &Metals of
both the Western Union and Postal
Telegraph companies have repeated-
ly gone on record as saying that there
Is nothing to arbitrate and that there
could be no arbitration.
141,141 End Wednesday.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 26.-W,
W. Beattie, na.ional vice president
of the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union of America. said today that. he
expected the strike to be settled by
next Wednesday. He had reliable In-
formation, he said, that the strike
would be of short duration, and he
intimated that the cnitepme would be
favorable to the operators. He
would not discuss the basis for hle
prediction
•
Mr. C. W. Morrison Went to Louis-
ville today on I pleasure trip.
TRAINS COLLIDE
ON THE TRESTLE
Big Engine Goes to Bottom of'
Deep Creek Bed.
Crests Jump and No Ohr Is Seriously
Hurl Hut • Care Are Torn to
Kindling Wood.
11,1, TRUTH' It AS IMPEDED.
A disastrous rear end collision
between two freight trains, said to
have been" caused by failure of a
train to have out a flag, did great
damSge to rolling stock, blocked the
road for hours, and caused injuriee
to several members of the crews at
Dawson Springs Sunday morning at
5:5S o'clock.
- The wreck happened at the trestle,
on which several persons were killed
four years ago while attending the
Illinois Central picnic. The big
freight engine went down from the
trestle and settled-an the creek bed.
Cars were piled upon tot of each
other and the greater portion of the
trestle torn up. It was necessary to
detour all trains via Henderson and
Princeton, and not until early this
morning did wrecking crews succeed
In getting the trestle replaced and
the main line open for traffic.' Every
passenger train throtigh Paducah
from early Sunday morning to late
this morning were delayed from five
to eight hours. •
Freight train, No. 188, engine No.
874, in charge of Engineer E. Brown
Fireman C. E. Slayden and Conduc-
tor Bob Smiley, struck the freight
train. No. 186. engine No. 851. in
charge of Engineer Leroy and Con-
ductor, Eldridge. The latter train
nue standing still and opportuglty
was given members of both crews to
jump and save themselves. A
brokensalr hose is directly respoasi-
ble for the accident.
How It Happened.
The first train pulled out of Pripce
ton at 5:10 and the seiold left ten
minutes later. At Claxton Flagman
A. J. smith. of No. 186, flagged
Brown's train and told him to watch
out for No. 156 at Ruth. No. Issi
failed to wait at Ruth for Flagman
Smith. and he boarded No. 148, in-
tending a, catch up with his own
train shortly. At the approach of the
trestle at Dawson, one half mile
south of the station, an air hose on
the first train broke arid a stop was
ntade to repair it. There was no flag
out to protect it, and Brown 
carnebowling along at a !Orfila' clip in a
dense fog. He did not see the ca-
boose until he had gotten Within ift0
yards of it. Conductor Shiley was
riding in the engine, and Brown,
Smiley and Fireman Slayden jumped.,
Brown struck the side of a deep fill
and rotten down to the hottest, sus-
taining severe bruises to his ghoul;
tiers, less and side. His face was
also cut. Conductor Smiley Struck
on his arms and sprained his right
wrist. Fireman Slayden escaped,
with slight Injuries.
Al Scott, a negro brakeman of
188 jumped when he realised the
approaching accident and sprained
his knees and bruised - his body.
Conductor Eldridge, of 186. Was
standing in his caboose when he saw
the tligine come flying around the
curve. He jumped a few --seconds
ahead.of the collision. Had be beet)
a fele aeeends Me, the big freight
engine would have killed him.
ears piled one on top of the other,
and the trestle was torn up for 10a
yards. the big engine going down
to the creek bed. Five empty coal
cars wereireduced to kindling -wood.
Ali Trains Delayed.
It required 36 piles to repair the
broken bridge. By hard work, the
track was relaid and this morning ,
shortly after 4 o'clock a telegram-.
announced the main line clear and
ready for' traffic.
All passenger trains were delayed.
The afternoon trains from Louisville
arrived late et night, No. 121 getting
In after lo o'clock. It was due at
4:2'.a. Train, No. 10l, the fast
southbound flyer, got In at - - I:IS
o'clock. it Was due at 6. The morn-
ing train due at 3:45 from Louis-
vnle did not get In until after 14
o'clock. All north boutin trains were
also detoured via Henderson.
Engineer Brown was brought -home
at a o'cloek last night and this morn-
log was able to all On his front porch.
Other members of the erew also
went home, none being injured eel.
ously enough to go to the hospital.
•
1(.1, 1:11 E PADUCAftT Iv V VICO Cr STYS:
Balm Mihe Every mothet•fetells • Igreat dread of the • painand danger attendant uponthe most critical period
of her life. Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only-made pairdess, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
Overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's mother's
Friend. "It is worth its we:..;tht in gold,"
says many who have used it. thoo per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
BRADFIELD REOULATOR 00., Atlanta, Oa. gE49
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
The t: .1, ef Elbert fiergise-esehn
Abner and tli:1 Britton, charged with
the assassination of Dr. B. I). Cox at
Jackeon. on April 13. 1902, will be
called at Sandy Rook, Elliott county,
by .Spetial Judge W. B. Moody.
The statement of the New York
clear:lig house banks for the past
week shows that the bilks hold $9.-
9 76.40 0 more- than thrlegal reserve
requirements.  This le_e_e_inerease of
2682.335 as compared with,the pre-
vious week.
The executive council of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor has deter-
mined to prosecute with greeter see-
or than ever a campaign before all
state legielattreee for the abolition of
child labor in all es forms.
The largest barn in Boyle county.
on the home place of the first gover-
nor of Kentucky, burned, the loss be-;
• tug $5,4h0, with no insurance. It
was owned by 'a deecendant, Shelbyl
Tevis.
The battleship Temaraire, third or
the Dreadnought C:ASE.s4t-Utredb-
fully launched at the the kyard at
Devonport, England.
Justice Guy, of the New York ste
preme court, has signed a final deerte
---ee7-4tiveree in--t he snit brought be Mrs.
Mary Adelaide 'Yerkes Winer against
Wilson Mizner.
The number of men employed in
the div.sions ,of building, construe-
tion, municipal work and engineering'
of the Panama Cana] has been reduc-
ed by 25 per cent.
The Russian and Japanese govern-
ments have agreed te raise their re-
epective legations at Tokio and St.
Petersburg to the rank of embassies.
Thieves visited the home cif J. R.
B?ndz, near pany.i,.. and gagged
away everything' of. value. even the
 41 1111R=IRMIBRIII
FLOWERS
For beaut I r r yards and
estimates on tiower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Seliwaus Bros. fur the largest
and must complete stock of
dowers and plants in the city.
Fre• delivery to any
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS,
Hoth Phorscre 192.
furniture, daring the absence of the
family. r
Four persops were killed and 30
injured in a collision of two passen-
gerf. trains on the St. Louis and San
i
i Francisco rai:road near Sapulpa, I. T.
i Gov. Hoke Smith has appointed
!Judge Horace M. Holden to the sto
, pretne bench of Georgia to succeed
IJustice Andrew .1. Cobb resigned.
I Several houses were destroyed by atornado at Brumowlek. Wis., but no
oue was'killed. At Fall Creek six-per-
sons were injured. ,
James Oliver, the millionaire man-
ufacturer and philanthropist. is et-M-
erely ill at his home in South Mend,
Ind.
' The Chinese legation at Paris de-
nies the report that the 410eager.eru-
press of China is in ill-health.
Four section hands were kil:ed in
a railroad accident near Eureka, Mo.
MEW His Cad Break.
2\4
t Doetor- ilow tire the pain-. today?
Teen •Ion't. take any more
St the
Patient -I havou't tnken any of them,
doctor.
Doctor- Tata accounts for It. Take
them as ille-, led.
Nocturnal.
The man who talks of "secieg lift"
Must have pec
.11For life is only visible,
irtiar sight,
He seems to think, at night.
—Catholic Standard and Times.
"A mac regrets it when he does
• ot marry his first love."
ilouston Post.
We .Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.—Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed' perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like nevi, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other li-ke it-in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
_
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
"YOU ARE LUCKY"
If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness, trouble—
yon can't tell just what will happen.
lf you haven't any money what are you going to
do/
'You won't miss a little out of each week'e earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open -an aecount with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent. on deposits.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway
-411,
•
4
Cr
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4
• 4
•
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4
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BASEBALL NEWS 11 FIVE CANDIDATES
st DAY'S GANIES.
American lemesse 
R H E
Louis  2 2 2
Philadelphia ....... I f) I
Batteries — Howell and' Stevens;
Bender, Dygert and Powers.
Second game - R H E
St. Louis  t/ 2 to
Philadelphia  1 7 o
Batteries — Petty and Stevens;
Waddell and Schrie.k.
• It '11 R
Detroit  7 12 1
Boston  1 4 2
Batteries -- Killiau and Schmidt;
Kroh, Pruitt and Shaw.
R H 13
qicano  3 6 0
New York  ' 7 2
Batteries --- Walsh and Sullivan;
Newton and Thomas,
SA.TURDAY'S GAMES.
American Ltogne.
Chicago, 5; New York, 2.
St. Louis, 4-6; Philadelphia, 6'4.
Detroit, 8; Waahhagton, 5.
Cleveland, 7; Boston, 3. .
National League.
Boston-Chicago, rain. •
Beellglen, 1-7; St. Louis, 5-5.
Philadelphia, 5-6; Cincinnati, 4-0.
(Second game 'evening innings.)
New York, 7; Pittsburg, 4.
Good Game Yesterday.
Metropolis Bites failed to appear
at Wallace park yesterday, and a
picked team front the Cit44eys and
Pearls teams, said to be two of the
strongest amateur teams in Paducah,
was retired to play the independ-
ents. The result etas 12 to 3 in fa-
vor of the Independents. Davis, the
Murray boy, was ill and unable to
come to Paducah to work, but Wil-
l:anrs, the outfielder, came. Block,
who has been doing star work behind
the bat, appeared in the box to an ad-
vantage, and whipped all eorts""of
twisters and dodgers for the pieked
team players to puzzle over. He
pitched good ball, and his work was
highly complimented. Eddie Brahic,
the Padurah catcher, who has just
returned from Herrin, 11., caught,
and showed up well. Brahic will be
In league company next season if
sielessful in taking on a few more
pounds In weight.
The score: R H
independents  .12 12 2
Picked team   1 3 5
Batteries—Block alto BraW; Es-
ker and Gallagher.
Centrals in Hard Lack.
Two games were played yesterday
by the "Specials" but luck was
against them and they lost both
games. In the morning at Eighth
and Burnett streets they played the
"Cotton Blossoms" and were defeat-
ed in a pretty game by a score of 9
to 8. Malone pitched for the "Bios-
soma' and he kept the hits well
scattered. Pearson for the "Speciale"
pitched a good game and deserved to
win, but a few errors behind him
turned the tide. The lineup of the
"Specials" was: Burton, catcher;
Pearson. pitcher; Kinchlow, first
base; Rhodes, second base: Martin.
•hird base; Artist, shortstop; Stan-
-y, left field; Fletcher, center Ile:di
and Johnson, right field.
In the afternoon the "Specials"
played the "Centrals" on the Union
Station grounds and were defeatedby
the score of 2 to 7. Council for the
"Centrals" was in good form and
alien a hit was needed by his oppo-
nents could not be gotten. Roth
sides played good bell and the steno
does not indicate how hard fought_
the game wee.
Pearls Defeat Coneys.
The Pearls USW their second game
from the Cnileys Sunday mm-ning bI
a score of 5 to 4. The game was
fought from start to finish. The feat-
ure of the garnp was Bartley, center-
fielder, for-the Culleys. In the last
half of the ninth !ening the score was
4 to 3 in the Cartieys' favor.with two
men out and ohe man on second base.
Clark was at the bat and he hit a
long delve, scoring Tout, Smith fol-
lowed, scoring Clark.
Exposition Commissioner.
Mr. Frank Leaks', special commis-
sioner for the Jamestown exposition.
is --in the city, calling on city °Melees.,
prominent men and the neswpispers.
Mr. Leaks, who is an energetic Cali-
fornian, says the exposition is nos
completed in its entirety.
Cruel Thought.
"Darling," he add "what would
you do if I Rhoti;0. 'lie? Tell me."
"Please don't suggest such a
thine" said his wife. "I can't ewer
the theltight of a stepfather for out
letie boy."--Brooklyn I ife.
If It were not tor the poor, the be-
nevolence of the rich would too afteft
be without the necessary background
Itei up to a man to sit down end
contemplate a standing offer.
t The Danes seem mast adieted to
suicide. There average is 256 twit-
murderers a Million prolate a year
Oft REPUBLICAN APPELLATE
COURT NOMINATION.
Judge John I. Lassing Will tlii%t•
011positiON Au Nitth
Distritt.
Many candidates seeking the Re-
publicau nomination for judge at
the court of appeals in the Sixth ap-
pellate district, appeared in the vari-
ous counties composing the district,
and no candidate will go to the con-
vention, which will be held in 'Ale•s-
vele on Thursday, with enough votes
to give him the nomination on the
first ballot. It was, understood that
the Republicans would not put a can-
didate in the field to oppose Judge
John Se Liaising.
The following shows the instructeu
vote;
For Samuel Holmes—Mason, Rob-
ertson and Nicholas.
For Leslie Applegate—Bracken,
Kenton and Pendleton.
For J. G. Tomenson—Boone.
For Samuel r Anderson—Camp-
bell.
For Thorned W. R5iss--Rowan- •
Uninstructed-- Bath and Fleming.
WOMAN W(HtliS AT ANVIL.
She Gained Health and Craftstnen.
ship in Hushandei Smithy.
Mrs. William Sheffield, of Deshlete
Gee claims the detiuction of beim;
the only practical. %omen blacksmith
and woodworker in the state of Ohio.
Any day in the wek passersby can
hear the ring of the anvil, and the
woman village smith emites it with
might and main. She works along-
side her husband, who is one of the
beet smiths in the country round.
having werkee at his trade for forty'
years, and she is said to be as good
as he.
Mrs. Sheffield was married to Mr.
Sheffield in 1S96,, and being lonely
most of the time she visited her„hus-
band in the shop, which adjoined her
house.. Site helped him - at little
things just to pass the time, and her
health was much better that she
kept at it and quickly picked up the
trade. She teemed to be a natural
mechanic, and as well as smithing
took up woodworking, turning out
wagons and whatever else came into
the shop for repair with as much
skill as her "husband. She took up
horeeatoeing and el now an expert at
'that. Site can swing a sedge as well
as an man, and Works' daily with
Mr. SheMld at the forge.
When she began work in the shop
she was a slight woman, but now
with vigorous erercise she weighs
175 pounds. She is perfectly well,and
besides working in the shop long
hours she finds time to do her house
work.—Bowling Green Correspond-
ence Cleveland Leader.
How Staterooms Were Named.
When they first bad steamboats on
the Miseissippi river they had no
sleeping rooms on board, and later a
bright captain conceived he idea of
having rooms named for the states
through which the boat passed. This
proved such a success tat travelers
always made a rush for the rooms
named for their own states and much
consequent trouble arose. Finally
the state names were discarded, but
that was the beginning of the state-
room. On Some steamers today the
name Texas clings to one room, but
it is the room 'where the crew eat,
and travelers are not particularly in-
terested In it.—Washington Star.
Use Bun want ads. for results.
Newest Novelties In
Leather
Goods
We are showing' some very
slriking ideas in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Goods—
purses, pockft-books, wrist
'hags, card eases, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all the
other now fashionable leath-
ers. it's a display well 'Worth
seeing and the prices will
prove particularly interesting.
10c to $7
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
•
Agent for original Allegrettl
(Undies -
NooeVeeireeeeoretreeVer"e're"'"e'eeeieeeee"-e
BIG BALLOON RACES
European Sport For Kentucky
State Fair,
RAILROAD RATES CUT IN TWO
Tickets Go On Sale Sept. 14 and Are
Good Returning Until
Sept. 23.
Along with the other big amuse-
awn! enterprises secured for the Ken-
tucky State Fair in Louisville the
week,of Sept. 16th, the State Board
of Agriculture has contracted 'With
aeronauts to put on balloon rateaw
This is a form of sport that lois been
responsible or the expenditure et
thousands of dieters in Europe among
the aristocracy during the past 'few
years. It is perhaps the most excit-
ing of all kinds of races.
The -balloons to be used at the Ken-
tucky State Fair are as nearly iden-
tical as it is possible to manufacture
two articles of the same kind. Tito)*
are to be inflated with the same pres-
sure of gas. Expert operators are to
be in charge. Ballasts of sand weigh-
ing the same will be given to each,
and the result of the races will de-
pend upon the manipulation of this
ballast almost entirely.
The balloons will leave the ground
at the same time, ',wend to a height
that will throw them into a surrent
of air, carrying them naturally in the
same direction. If, in the mind's eye
of the spectator,- he could divide the
balloon race into heats, the moment
Of reaching this air current would he
called the first heat. It is here that
the excitement begins. From one bal-
loon a bag of sand is thrown out, from
the other eine or two. In this way one
operator gets the advantage, and it
he is skillful he wins the heat.
Viewed from any standpoint, the
balloon races at the Kentucky State
Fair mut prove as great an attran-
tion as a.ytbing that is billed for the
big week which begins Sept. 16th.
TROTS, PACES, RUNNING RACES
Kentucky State Fair Will Have a
Great Speed Program.
No matter in what direction the
taste of the visitor may' run so far
as speed contests are concerned, the
Kentucky State Fair at leouiaville
Sept 16 to 21 will gratify his desire.
There are to be trotting races pacing
races, runnink races, automobile
races and balloon races. A trotting
or pacing race iss been arranged Le-
earh day as fellows:
Sept 16th, 2:20 pacing; Sept. 17th,
2:25 trotting; Sept. Pith, 2:13 pacing:
Sept 19th, 2:18 trotting; S'.•pt. 20th,
fiee-for-all pacing; Sept. 21st, 2:10
trotting.
A six-hundred-dollar purse is offer-
ed on each of these races. One of
these will he known as the Louisville
Retail Merchants' Association purse,
and another as the Louisville Com-
mercial Club purse, appropriations
having been made by both of these
organizations.
Running races each day for purses-
of $2o0 will be conducted, while on
Wednesday, Louisville Day, automo-
bile races, limited' to Kentucky owned
automobiles, will be run. The last
mentioned race will follow a great
autornoliile parade entirely around
the track The dates of the balloon
races have not yet been annobnced.
AN IGORROTE VILLAGE
One of the Big Attractions For Ken.
tucky State Fair Weak.
In line with its policy to put on only
the greatest attractions that can be
secured, the Kentucky State Fair
management has closed a contract to
have an lgorrote Village at the com-
ing exhibition during the week of
Sept. 16th, in Louisville, which will
undoubtedly prove a great attracting.
This village is now located within th,.
White City at Chicago. Its inhabitants
are a horde of barbarians who hay,.
come direct from the Philippines
This exhibition IS better In fact than
the one at the World's Fair in the
Philippine-Reservation. All of-Those
natives were returned -ko the Philip-
pine's by order of the Untted States
government and new contracts were
signed with Uncle Samete bring over
new lot of genuine dog-eating Ron-
toe Igorrotes. The primitive life of
these barbarians will be lived every
daf at the State Fair, else as it is in
Bontoc. Their huts are of native ma-
terial, comink from the Island ot
Luzon. The tribe includes some de
the eamous head hunters of the Philip-
pines. There are many rites and cere-
monies peculiar to these people and
there are constant dances and feasts
The native industries are shown in
the village, which will be open to in-
spection all day and half the night
during State Fair week at Louisville
TRAINED WILD ANIMALS.
Mundy's Trained Wild Animal
Arena, the big zoological congress tirat
has been holding forth in the famous
White City at Chicago this year, has
been engaged for the Kentucky State
Fair at Louisville, Sept. 16th to 21st.
This is admitted to he one V the
most complete trained wild animal or-
ganizations in America. There is no
better collection, nor are there finer
specimens- of the Asiatic and African
carnivore than are to be seen in this
big trained wild animal show. Each
and every- one of them is thoroughly
educated and every one is a competent
actor.
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Japan has 2,237 banks with 829 8.-
24 4,114 capital. Five new banks
have npened eines February.
The man with a hot lead evenett
on temperre at the other end.
Look for Name on Shoe
-Ouse
Patent
Coltskia,
Swart
Shai,;
hic•imm
Hound toe
Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refine-
ment and gives that distinc-
tion which marks the well-
dressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
Most styles are $5.00
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
Lendler & Lydon
eselPellik
W. F. Peados,
President
R Rudy, Pu..740e
Caahte:. AStaittUt 081121441,.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
..... orat•el
°MOW -Wew.e,e4ree,relr474.•  OMAN
Surplus 
illockholders . 
me . age0444
•  • • 100.006
Total se•artty to deposit ors $2,510,0oe
Ac(ounts of Individuals and firm solicited. We appreciate
alkali as well as large depositors and accord to all the Mall
rt.non s treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OP Z/4 SATURDAY NIGHTS .FHOM 7 TO 8 9014001L
Third, and Broadway
41111118810 -
Making Graphite With Sa...1u.t.
An important' electrical iuduet-y
at Niagara Palls manufacturers
graphite. The raw materla-ls used
4.onslet of anthracite coal, gas g sand,
foundry coke and sawdust.
The furnaces for Cie-of:inversion 01
the anthracite coal or petreleum coke
into graphite are in the form of long
ploughs built of fire brick. At the
cod of-each trough is a termtuai
built of carbon "rods, to which is con-
nected the cable conveying the cur-
rent.
The sancLeoke and sawdust are
mixed ig thc proper propene:ins and
the trough is filled with anthracite
coa: in welch is embedded a carbon
rod to make eloectrical 'connection .tae-
tween the terminals, as the coal is
a very poor conductor of electricity.
The temperature to which the coal Is
raised before conversiott into graphite
I s very htgh and is amid to approxi-
mate 7,7,00 degrees Fahrenheit.
When the furnace has cooled :Jim-
clently thii graphite Is removed, but
It is hot yet in commercial form and
dimes to be ground to powder and
-finally separated into the sizes neces-
sary for the various lites• to which
;graphite Is put.---Wood Craft.
"Everybody Should Know*!says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
-man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's Ar-
'nice Salve is the quickest and surest
'healing salve ever applied to a sore,
burn or wound, or to a case of piles.
I've used it and know what I'm talk-
ing about." Guarauteed by all drug-
slate.
With Show Girls.
Gatcy--That auto accident' In the
park, In which De ROZ.1012 figured,
turned out mese aerlously (Ivan was
anticipated,
Gadsby-- Why, Whet's the latest?'
Galey—The reportbes discovered
his real name, and his Wife is twine
him for divoree.—Puck.
One method of dodging popularity
is to give your iteighhor advici
We have Revere] good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guar intee them as represented. Call and see then
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Furth Street and Kentucky lreeve.Livery and BeartIng Barn.
UrNANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
The Best Carriage
Senice in Paducah
You get handsome, wui i
appointed carriages .
when I serve- you. We
give prnint personal litr
tention•at all times.]
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
EDGAR W. IVIIITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FRILiE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraornity Building. Both Phones 835,
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• IDENTIFICATION
REWARD OFFERED
Oklahoma C011etililli011 ill SUS-
pieihtlfl
Datellined and Pocket From Instru-
ment of Most Doubtful u-
thenticity,
LOVELY BIT OF rizt.,1%tatt
. Guthrie, Okla., Aug. TG.---A suit-
able reward will be .0ff...it'd for any
.man who can identify the actual con-
atItution as drawn during the past
ten months for the propceed state
of Oklahoma. In all probability the
document— the original
Parchment copy—could not be un-
leveled tu the courts by the moo
thorough of leandwriting experts.
Page 39 of this nfficial parchment
'ecpy, which is on flle in the office ot
Territorial Secretary Charles
N a fair sample of the en-
tire wort It contains seven interlin-
eations, three of which are in differ
ent handwriting, and all of the thrte
different from the body of the instru-
ment. and No entire lines and sev-
eral pieces of lines marked ,out by
straight lines being drawee through
them. At least two dozen other page.
of the document present a similar ate
pearance. Page. 39 deals with foreign
corporations, a clause of the consti-
tution that covers page after page us
the document, and contains all the
Teas constitutional arovisions and
state statutes on this question.
Even the body cf the constior
is not :n the same handw
throughout, but was transcribed by
four differht men—Joseph E. John._
neon of Alva, a convention clerk; C.
C. Clothier, of Guthrie, employed to
do the-county division transer:bing;
1111es E. Lasater, of Pants Valley,
delegate in the convention Land chair-
man of the revision committee, and
I.. S. Mosher of Guthrie, a longhand
expert.
Patchwork Conatitut Ion.
This document is becoming known
a. "the patchwork conetitution," al
though it is the same as William
Jennings Bryan of Nebraska dee:ared
to be "even better than that of the
United States." While all these in-
terlIneatious and erasures appent
throughout the document, and in
different handwriting, too, there are
no accompanying certificates, as
required by a deeislon of the United
States supreme court In regard to
(Ariel instruments, bolting that
when interlineations appear in dif-
ferent handwriting in such an instru-
ment a eertificate must be flied with
it showing that they were made_prior
to its signature. As no such certifl•
rates appear, the burden of the
proof rests upon the makers of the
constitution to show when the inter-
lineation!. were made, and, as above
stated, there is no one who cal
truthfully and positively identify the
instrument as It now appears. e
In trying to explain these numer-
ous changes in the constittition, "Al-
falfa Bill" Hurray, president of the
constitutional conventicn and avowed
candidate for vice president of the
United States on a ticket with Bryan
of Nebraska, says that many errors
were msde in transcribing the origi-
nal parchment, owing to the fact that
changes made .th the last hours' of
the convention just- previous to the
first -of the three recesres were not
placed In the copy by Joseph R.t
3olitt•tun, whO sins doing the trans-
cribing. Section 14 of the schedule,
was left entirely out, and was not
FAIR. 1EXCH4eNGE.ea
A New Rack for an Old Orel—How
• 4 41 it i Devoe In Paelneatel
a
Walker, of Ardmore. a It. ea•ee e.,
leader In that locility, and United
States attornes for the southern dis-
trict of Indian Territory, gars the
delegates can reconvene and do what-
ever they please toward making
changes under the Kentucky decision.
Elms restage Exhausts A pproprInt ion.
And now, on top of the other pre-
dicaments, there are no funds to de-
fray the expenses of ho'ding the
election on September 17 to ratify
the constitution, settle the fate of
state-wide prohibition and choose
state official,. The election must be
held on credit. 1 0 us wail be issued
to the printers who get out the bal-
lots, to the firm that furnish the
election supplies and to the men who
act as judgee, clerks and inspectore
on election day. The printer who fur-
nishes the banota must take the con-
tract at a considerably higher figure
than If the cash were in sight, In or-
der that he may discount the paper
at the banks. The banks must thea
wait until the first state legislature,
in case the constitution finally gets
through, reimburses them, or else
must depend upon the liberality of
"The Mercy of (awning
Feriae."
We must all wonder, for a
moment now and then, what
stradge new "brew" is being
prepared for us by the busy
forces which-we name "Car-
enmatancrs."
In the home life the exit of
a servant; in the store, "some
thing happens" to our best
(sleeks; In every business ven-
ture something "upsets" our
favorite plan. If we own prop-
erty, our best tenant leaves,
or our neighbor selliThis prop
erty at a big profit—while
we "hold on" to ours, not
willingly.
Emerson expressed it:
"Man imprisoned It' mortal
life, lies open to the merry a
(aiming events."
And the truth has led us
t- o'rehnsider ways and means
for "taking, the sting out of"
these coming events -- for
turning them -into en tturebl e
burdens. And of these ways
and means which we have
created, the chiefeat is Want
Advertising. A wise men of
this modern conienience, this
ittetrutnent tel service, Not
Only 'ma ranting events
severeilni makes US tn con-
template ,em without trepl-
tiatban
The back ▪ aches at times with a
dull, indescribable feeling, making
you weary and -restless; piercing
palms shoot across the region of the
kidneys, andhgain the loins are leo
lame to stoop is agony. No`use to
rub or apply-a plaster to the bark in
this condition. You cannot reach
the cause. Exchange the bad back
•Ior a new and stronger one. Follow
the example of this Paducals•citizen,
Mrs. Silas Jones, of 1148 North
Thirteenth street, Paducah, Ky..
Says: "I haVe suffered severely
.with a lame and aching back. At
times I felt as though I was hardly
able to get around and often in the
morning I would feel quite ,dizzy. I
ha& known of Doan's Kidney Pills
as my mother had used them years
ago so-- 1 progured them eat DuBois
Sant & Co.'s drug store and began
taking them as directed. They,: sim-
ply 'did wonders for me in relieving
me of my suffering. I feel that I
cannot say too mueh -in their favor."
For-sale by all. dealers. Prier. 5411
cents. Foster-Milburn Co.,' Buffalo
New York sale agente for the United
aittites.
Remember the name—Doane--
and take no other.
._______IraffaffeMwerenami_. Twig"
L.
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Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs
This time of the year usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us
•
1111111111111110111111 11111
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call.
THE SUN JOB OFFICE
We make a specialty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.
1
iftncovered until as seven typewrit-
ten copies were completed and com-
pared with the sheepskin or parch-
latent copy. A part of the article on
foreign corporations was also left
out, and many words were transpos-
ed In the labor commission section,
the words "labor" and "commission-
er" being reversed and the word "of"
inserted,
In the last hours of the convention
and just prior to the siguine of the
constilation: prior to "the first recess,
several other changes and correc-
tions were made, such as changing
the name of Moman county to creek,
and that of Con-wee-scoo-wee county
to Rogers. At the time perhaps ten
or a dozen anti-:lineations were made
in addition to the insertion of the two
sestiona mentioned, all being written
clOsely between the lines and on thj
margin, and in a different handwrit-
ing.
Haskell Punielieeeopponent,
Montane ebunty had been named
for Moman Pruitt, a prominent Dem-
ocratic politician. Before the eonsti-
Putional Curl t:011 • closed, however.
Pruitt had bolted the candidacy of
Caharlei N, Haskellaot Muekogee
governor. Haskell was -Democrat
floor leader in the convention, and
to get even with Prnitt, changed th•
county's name to Creek,- in honor (i1
the Creek tribe of Indiana. Coo-v/e
acoo-wee was an old Cherokee In-'
name, much honored in that to„
boa it was changed at the lent mile
ute in order to perpetuate the -nate
of Delegate Rogers of Claremore, •
Democratic delegate in the convee
tion. Both of there political chum. -
necessitated interlineations In the
body of the constittation.
When the convention again mot I
311 additional change, were made
Two sections. were inserted in tie
Pehedule and the other changes wee(
scattered - throughout the entire coy
saltation, making necessary very m,,
ny interlineations and erasure... The -
the parchment looks like a cree
quilt proposition, with its four diffo
ent styles of penmanshiti and nun
rous interlineal and marginal ter'
And there may be
changes -made. The cons'
convention has not yet edjourne !
sine die, but has taken a r. • • o -
'lee to thecall of Presiti,
It is known the ,Democrats are re
lying on a decision of the Kentuclo
supreme court, which permits tii
constitutional convention to. rem)
vene and make changes as may hi
deemed necessary, even to changing
tha: document after It is ratified and
'before the president of fits-
States tisanes his' proclamation, as
Was dome in Kentucky, and lifeboat by
the state's courts. Judge George R
ApprOprfilt100 tea
cover the deficit,
pi the enabling act congress ap-
propriated $100,000 for the expenses
of the centatitutIonal convention, in-
cluding the holding of the constitu-
tional eiectiou, but this fund became
exhausted on January 30 last, within
70 days after the convention first
met, and everything since that time
has been done on a credit basis, a
deficit of over $204)4100 being created
altogether.
A Country /hat. 'W54
- 
Unpitinat Actor.
A wer-known Atnerican actor, who
• old enough not to consider himself
, matinee idol by any means, was
quewhat surprised and pleased in a
. Louis hotel a short time ago,
hee a pretty girl stopped him in Vie
irridor and presented him with a
rose, without saying a word. He was
more surprised and less pleased to
reeeive a note the following day re-
minding him of the, incident, and
asking him to *end the giver of thP
flower tain_imats at the theater In
whielr he was playing "as a memento
of the occasion."
"My dear young lady,"' the actor
replied, waxing sareest'c as he real-
ised what ml leen the object of the
attention he had ben pale!. 'I would
be glad to send you ihe sesta you ask
for, but, on consultation with the
managrr of the theater, I have be-en
Informed that the seats are all fate
teaed down, and that he in 'opposed-
to having titern sent away as Pony.-
!lira in any event, so that non will
have to be contented with an auto-
graph for a.solivenie of yntir benevo-
;epee of' yesterday instead." --Har-
per's Weekly.
The Ser.4 In America.
America is the field In which will
be hirmoniously.adlusted the differ-
ences of das Ewig-Weiblicke and
• rani dem ineer lag nsas
net tuft !tor to man but diasi.
from hIm, as Steudatil would IMY.
Nevertheless the two sexes are slow-
ly approaching. The man of today Is
more feminine than his predecessors; New P 13, I. Aug. 26) per-that is, he Is more gentle, feet/teed:
"-------• lain small section of Newport voicedwhile the woman, casting away its
fashioned incrusting prejudices, is
more masculine, i. e., she le not only
ntore athletic In her tastes than tee
grandmother--she is mentally broad-
er and firmer in her judgments.
(Some day she will be so fat
"evolved" that she will be charitable
to her own sex.) The franker asso-
ciation of the sexes has proved tonic
to the woman, refining to the man
These are scholboy truisms, but they
will always stand guotation.—Jamee
Iluneker, in Everybody's.
Ice and Disease.
An investigation of the artificiel
ice industry in Washington by the
United States public health and ma-
✓ine no-seen; service has led to some
disagreeable disclosures. Individual
lemon- were found in which the busi-
ness was Conducted under unsanitary
conditions and in consequence dis-
ease germs were found In the product
"The New York Medical Journal" has
no doubt that these eonditams ac-
count in a measure for the prevalence
of typhoid fever at the national von-
tal last year. If may be presumed
that the evil has now been remedied,
and it is at least credible that the
situation In Washington was sleep-
tonal Nevertheless, the revelations
officially made in this one ease sug-
gest the wisdom of similar inquiries
in other laige eities.—New York
Tribune.
How It Happened.
A man with a wife back in Giourfee
tor,
Didn'4 try her affections to foucester;
As a matter of -course,
She applied for divorce,
And now the poor fellow has lures-
ter!--Puck.
. It Can Be Done,
A mahten there was in Communipaw,
Who clime(' up a tall, leafy junipaw.
But the bark was quite rough,
?and her skin waan': tough.
And she blistered the pal of her
puny paw.---Chicago Times.
Mleleading.
"DeoTtitteO has had a novel pub-
lished, I bear."
"Yes. It's called 'Pygmalion.'
and it's having a remarkable sale
Chicago."
"Why' in Chleago,lvartic• niarly?"
"Well, I believe the people Go
*ere misled by the first syllable
They thought the book hadsoniethlog
to do- with their great home Indus-
ttt• try."—Catbolic Btandazd and Times
horror this morning, and the rest
expressed approval, when it became
known that the early disappearance
of Prince Wilhelm, of Sweden, from
the dinner given by Mrs. Ogden Mills
last night was due to his democratic
instincts, which sent him to the
dance given by the Swedes of this
city for the sailors on his cruiser, the
Fylgta.
Fully an hour befre e.ocial form
and royfil custom required his de-
parture, the prince rose and, atom-
panted by Baron de Legere:rants.
the Swedish minister at Washington,
hurried to the dance hall. where he
entered Into the fun with such zest
that. as the night advanced. Baron
de Laegercrantz was obliged to re-
wind hiw of 'his royal digultY•
Drinceti With Half the Girls.
When the floor wee-- cleared for
dancpg his highness watched until
he could keep quiet no longer. Jump-
ing duwn on the illoor; he placed his
royal arm around the trim waist of
Miss Gercia Swenson and -4olned the
dancers. After that the prince
danced with half the girls lu the
room.
Prince Wilhelm, of Sweden, has
Royal Prince of Sweden Attends
Dance Given in Honor of His Sailors
diplomatically requested Agden Mills,
Etuy‘esant Fish, Peabody Wetmorr.
and OthPrs of his entertainers
Newport not to introduce high'
or champagne at functions at 1k L.
tie is Invited.
The prince is abstemious in all
his requirements, and ou his owi.
ship be never encourages the use oi
wine, although it is placed on the,
tables for guests Id° enjoy it.
Thrilling Climax.
Two men were out, the bases were
full, and the pinch hitter of the team,
was at the bat, says the Chicago Tri-
bune.
The umpire called three bills and
two strikes.
The excitement was intense, but
too deep for words, and when the
pitcher began to wind himself up
preparatory to delivering the ball,
the silence was painful.
It was broken by a loud, penetrat-
ing voice in the grand stand.
"Ladies and gentlemen." , exclaim-
eel the 'owner of the voice, "who
wants another bag of this justly' eel.
ebrated popcorn!"
It doesn't pay to advertiae unless
you are able to deliver the goods
SECOND
ANNUAL EXCURSION RATES
Great Redocflons on Sooner Shoes
WE want to reduce our stocks to make room forFall Goods and, as you know the great values
we offer in these sales, you should be quick to
profit by them.
POW THEI L.A IDIES
John Foster's 1111.00 Patent Kid Pumps a4 00
-John Foeterlip.no Pstent Kid 4 00
John Fluter's $4.00 Patent Kid Oxfords.., 3 1)0
Regent *350 Patent Kid Two Button ...... 2 60Regent $340 Gun Metal Pumps_  1.00
*250 Patent Ribbon Ties.. 2 00
112 50 Paseat Kid 'Pip Oxfords 1 50
20 per cent reduction on all Ladles' White Canvas Oxfords.
Equally as great reductions on Men's and Children's Shoes,
Altscwo Prforeas Arc Caph.
_
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY.
PACE rorn
ErEfE PADUCAH =NMI 13174 NIOND1T, trOrST d.
%1 1 13Z Vablit:4111) 
the .flrst. place, the declaration that a,
L110 :ow standard of recruits ard failure'
TILANOON AND WILILKLY
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INICORPOKATUD
Y. M. FISHER, President.
Z. J. PAXTuN. General Manager.
Entered at the pk)stoftics at Paduesih.Ky., as second class matter.
WOSCRIPTIOH HATIESs
— -
THE DAILY BIM
Sy carrier, eel- week  .10
by melt, per month in advance... .25
by mail, p. r yar, In advance , .12.19
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by nlAtt, postage pald..81.1141
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky. 
Otee.., 116 South Third. Phone US
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE BUN MD be found at the follow-
ing places:
It. D. Clements lk Co,
Van Culla Bros.
Palmer Houma
John Wilhelm,
MONDAY, AUGUST WI
CIRCULATION STATIDINDIT,
July, IVO%
1 3920 17 3902
2 3895 IS 3906
3895 19 3914
6 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
3999 23 3923
 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
33 3912 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average 3  920
Personalty appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton.
general manager of The Sun, who
alarms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Ju:y, 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAIL
Notary Public'.
10 commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"Your appreciation may be anoth-
er's inspiration."
THE REPUBIACAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus a. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Oos. of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county,
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structlea—J. S. :rabbe, of Boyd
county, .
For Ofeamissioner of Agriculture
alikin. of Henry county.
For leek of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
Broom,
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthar Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. K. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, 8. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. repwer.
School Trustees— First ward, W. M.
Karnes: Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J.• H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
, Morris.
Young Joe Cannon hiWi cut out
smoking to exaess. Only age is fet-
tered with habits.
It doesn't seem right that our mis-
takes should be charged up against
us, when we have paid so dearly for
them all
Now. if Auditor Hager should
lake a shot at Taft's Kentucky speech,
how could the Louisville Post choose
between them?
The Livingston Echo calls atten-
tion to the fact that through some
inadvertence the name of a Republi-
can got into the jury wheel.
The Standard Oil crowd will now
proceed to get evet with the news-
papers. They have absorbed the
paper trust and are going to put up
the price.
till "in hot weather Mr. Watterson is
always most industrious on the edi-
torial page of the ('ourier--JOurnal."
observes the Owensboro Messenger.
Here's a chance for i'rey Woodson
and the Kentucky State Journal to
agree on something. Manifestly Col.
Watterson is "crazy with the heat."
THE STANDING ARMY.
Desertions from The Army are
caused by' Wee things, says the in-
spector general in his report. A low
stApdard of recruits, lack of canteen
'mei poor pay. This opens up a half
do** avenues Of ttivettimou; but In
 0—o-a
of the canteen to sell .booze are In
combination, does not hang together
well. It is scarcely to be believed
that, because no liquor is sold in the
eanteen, a low standard or rearuits
is attracted and a better class dis-
couraged.
The scantiness of pay, combined
with the general demand for labor
outside and high wages and liberty
may have much to do with scarcity
of a better grade of recruits, and in
some respects accounts for desertions
The fact is however, that conditions
of peace have more than anything
else to do with the unattractiveness of
army life. Thoote, who enter the
service now the better class of the
men, are attracted by the prospect
of traveling to the orient. For the
rest, military life is monotonous and
uninteresting to a liberty loving peo-
ple. If we desired a big army in time
of peace. we should fill it with Latins.
They love gaudy uniforms and little
responsibility. Let a rumor of war
arise, and the army will fill up di-
rectly. Pay won't cut much figure
then. After all. when a man is
housed and fed and clothed and
given from $13 to $18 besides every
month to spend for fun, he is receiv-
ing In reality more than the average
laborer.
If we can keep the standing army
of sufficient strength to form the
nucleus of an available ,body and
recommend federal retuediee %hitt
would not interfere with state rem-
edies. It is the railroad, and not the
'public that demand the reitio%al of
authority to Washington." Perhaps
Bryan found this out when he ad-
vocated government ownership of
the railroads. jsurt that fierce!' A
man who demanded that the govern-
ment buy up all the railroads. now
objects to the government assuming
control over the railroads to•the ex-
clusion of the states. How much,
pray, could the states control the
railroads if the government owned
them?
More than that, Bryan wholly mis-
represents the administration's atti-
tude on the question, and does It
knowingly, if he is a responsible per-
son. Obi% ludiane, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Missouri and a number of other
states have enacted two ceut tare
laws and the government is not In-
terfering. Roosevelt suggests tak-
ing over control, because the states
have been uuable to regulate freight
rates and stop rebating and illegal
combinations.
The government never will be able
to take away from the states the
states' constitutional rights, and
Bryan knows that; and whenever an
American statesman declares a prin-
ciple, be may be assumed to have in
wind his constitutional limitations,
and need hot be compelled to quote
long exceepts from the law of the
land to make his point clear
garrison the colonies, it IS sufficient. Neither Mr. Bryan, nor any other
A volunteer army well officered, in man, who has given the subject any
six months Is better than the regu- consideration, can doubt that state
lar army for active service, because legislatures usually act ill advisedly
the average intelligence of the sol- and under cumpulsiou. There are
diers, more than makes up for lack some good men in such bodies, to be
of machine disaipline. When the sure. You can't keep them all out.
war with Spain broke out a call was
made for 10.tatote men and Looaesoyj
responded in a day.
Naturally, the regnlar army will
wane in prosperous times and fill in
hard times. Misery aids the recruit-
ing offices as much as does the glit-
ter of the brass buttons. Most of
our militant youths have been satis-
fied with the late war and the inter-
vening 10 years of foreign service.
Army officers, of course, wish the
ranks full; but no more than the
Kansas farmers want harvest hands,
and the latter are offering big wages
without avail.
Monotony of fare and drill and
clothes and discipline induce those.
In whom the reverence for an oath
Is not strong, to desert and take
chances of a prison term
As for the canteen. That is a
mooted question. The canteen,
properly speaking. was not a public
saloon, where soldiers stood up to a
bar and fillectlethemselves with drink
and the till. with pickels. The can-
teen was a club. Its profits went to-
ward supplying the soldiers with
comforts and conveniences. They
argue that officers have liquor in
their clubs, and anyone desiring to
drink in moderation is allowed to do
so. Other respectable civil organ-
izations permit drinking in their
quarters, and the soldiers dems.nd
that they be accorded a like privil-
ege. Good officers state that disrep-
utable resorts ,have been flourishing
14p.peke vicinity of the posts since the
anti-canteen law went into effect.
How much this is exaggerated by
officers, who sympathize—with the
thirst of their men, of course, it is
impossible te gay.
On the other hand, good women
interested in the welfare of the men
brought to bear the Influence, which
put the lid on the army canteen, and
this influence seems even now to be
dominant.' Whether their coup was
a good move, or whether they merely
succeeded in depriving the private
soldier of his comforts and lined the
purse of the dance hall proprietor
and dlerupted the military organiza-
tion, remains to be Fe-en. But they
certainty have, raised something of a
stir in_Ibeir efforts toward the
efingelization of the army.
Smith Dakota is considering a law,
prohibiting "male or female per-
sons" loitering around church doors
for the "purpose of eating'peanuts,
candy or any like thing" or for the
"purpose of flirting." Since most peo-
ple in Dakota are "loitering about"
for the purpose of getting divorces,
and that industry is not interfered
with, the courts will scarcely be call-
ed upon to define flirting, unless, in-
deed, the law should be construed to
comprehend, "male or female per-
sons" loitering about eoutt houses
or public places for the purpose of
securing divorces, and Incidentally
eating peanuts or candy or flirting.
TIIE ELUSIVE MR. BRYAN.
Sometimes we think that William
J. Bryan is a conscientious vision-
ary. At other times his Inconsisten-
cies amount to nothiag lees than the
rankest demagogy. -He is a prophet
of protest. We choose to think that
P has become a habit of thought
with him to oppcoe the goverhment.
Bryan declares that 'Roosevelt 'is
rushing to the succor of the rail-
roads, because the states are 
enact)'ing two cent fare laws, and Roose-
velt wishes to protect the railroads
from legislation favorable to the
people. Bryan says 71f It was the
public he FOO grt to protect, he shOUld
any more than a legislature can
asssid doing the right thing occas-
ionally. The unanimous ripping the
Alabama legislature got recently
from the southern press for trying
to prohibit a foreign corporation ap-
pealing to the federal courts, should
satisfy. the Nebraskan, that Mr.
Roosevelt, even if he should deplore
the intemperateness of state regula-
tion, is only voicing the common
sense of the people.
POLICE PLATOON IN
F. HUMMEL, SR.,
DIED LAST NIGHT
Old and Respected German
Citizen Passed Away.
Served With Dietitiction in Prussian
Army Before coining to toter.
ha to health-.
ESVERAL DEATHS ON SUNDAY.
Mr. Ferdinand Hummel, Sr., 80
years old, one of Paducah's oldest
and most highly respected citizens,
died at his itesidence, 923 South
Fourth street, Sunday evening at"
6:10eti1rioek of general debility. He
had been failing in health for some
time, but was able to attend church
a week ago. He was not bed fast
until a few days before death.
Mr. Ferdinand Hummel, Sr., was
born November 29, 1827, in Oberristi-
dorf, Prussia, and served In the Prue
slap army until his hearing became
defective, and he was honorably dis-
charged. He came to America in
and settled in New York. He
was a gun and locksmith by trade,
and after a short life in New York,
went to Lancaster and Labauon, Pa.,
and next to Golconda, 11. He (.11, ..
to Paducah from Golconda in Pa
and he resided here, ever since. He
had been married twice and lest-
four children by his second es,
They are: Mr. Ferdinand Hummel
Jr., Mr. Will Hummel and Mrs
Sophia Newman, of this city, and
Mrs. Elizabeth Kaiser, of Kansas
City, Mo. Mrs. Kaiser is Ill and un-
able to attend the funeral.
He was a member of the German
Lutheran church, and the funeral?
will be held tomorrow afternoon at,
2.30 o'clock at the residence of Mr
Will Hummel, 10.09 South- Third
street, where the body was taken
after death. At 3 o'clock.
The pallbearers will be Messrs.
FUNERAL PROCESSION 
oubts Kolb. Sr. George Oehlschlae.
ar, Sr., Charles Smith, Henry ,Runge,
Henry Mammen, Sr., and Frank
Kirchoff, Sr.
Mr. Hummel retired from business
about four years ago.
ltThe funeral of Pat:onan Water
Shelby, who died Saturday morning
of paralysis, was held Sunday after-
noon at 4 o'clock at the resident*,
407 Tennessee street. Burial was In
Oak Grove cemetery. The funeral
was attended by policemen in a body
and Deal's band played the funeral
march to Oak Grove cemeteta
GEORGE f. EDWARDS
OF BFNTON IS ILL
Benton, Ky.. Aug ae. - Special)
—An immense crowd witnessed the
ceremony of baptism carried out by
the Christian church at Clark's
tethool house, three miles east of
Benton yesterday afternoon. Mee
were baptized, the Rev. T. M. Mat-
thews. of Murray, performing tlia
ceremony.
Former County Attorney George
C. Edwards, is ill little home in this
City with fever and stomach trouble.
Now to sac* tbs•—Drop J. In a
bank
•
•
i 
pita' Sunday, morning at 1 o'clock.
TEGL IGEE and out- She had been111 for seveeal weeks
ing shirts have now and when her condition was seen to
be critical she was removed from her
residenee on Woodward avenue, in
Mechanicsburg, to the hospital. She
leaves one daughter. The body was
taken Marlon today for burial.
SHIRT REDUCTIONS
At thollow Store
little Mary Wicks.
Mary, the seven-months-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Wicks, of
South Thirteenth street, who died
Saturday morning, was buried this
morning at Milburn. The father, a
well known Illinois Central engineer,
has not been reached by telephone,
and it was decided to hold the
funeral. as word from him may not
be had for several days. The body
was taken to Milburn this morning
by Engineers John 11. Wilkins and
Thomas Erwin and Mrs. Sallie Smith.
Earl Merryman.
Earl Merrynian. 14 months old,
son of Engineer Robert Merryman
died at Fulton Sunday morning of
bowel trouble, and was buried this
morning at Fulton at 11 o'clock.
The funeral was attended by Mr. I.
R. Merryman, of this city, an uncle
Bryan Infant Dies.
The infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Dallis Bryan, of near Elva, Mar-
shall county. died-Saturday of sum-
mer complaint and was buried Sun-
day at Wallace cemetery, Rev. T. L.
Harrison conducting the service.
i Mrs 
Mrs. Rebecca Ford.
. Rebecca Ford, 45 years old,
diiii of brain fever at Riverside hog-
I 
I been added to the ava-
lanche of super-values
1
 which the New Store is
offering during their
great Semi-Annual
1 Clearance Sale. Andthey're beauties, too—• there is a refinemetn
about the patterns and a
smartness of cut which is
• not found in the ordi-
nary run. Here are the
prices, for cash :
$1.50 Negligee Shirts —$1.20
2.00 Negligee Shirts _ 1.60
2.50 Negligee Shirts   2.00
1 3.00 Negligee Shirts _ 2,25
! 
3.50 Negligee Shirts _ 2.63
•
i 
See them in the
windows.
1
•
to
Miss Ethel Morrison.
Miss Ethel Morrison, 18 years old,
daughter of W M. Moerisein, of Cal-
vert City, died yesterday of typhoid
fever, The funeral' was held this
morning at 11 o'clock. The burial
was in Mount Cypress, She is lour-
vived by her parents.
Lula Matthews,
Lula Matthews, 25 years old, died
at 1018 Kentucky avenue this morn-
ing at 6:30 o'clock of consumption,
after a lingering Illness. She came to
Paducah from Missouri, and resided
on Husbands street until a few
months ago, when friends took her
to the place, where she died. Little
Is knows of her people, bet it is sale
that her parents and several sisters
and brothers reside in Missouri. The
funeral will be held tomorrow morn-
ing at 10:30 o'clock. The burial will
be in Oak Grove cemetery,
TAILORING
If yo are a wearer of Custom Made Clothes, you'll be
greatly interested in our handsome new
Fail Suitings, Overcoatings and Trouserings
We trust you'll be in to see them. An artistic and skillful
cutter and expert tailor are at your command to fashion your
favorite fabric into
Just the Garments to Suit Your Fan‘y
You'll be surprised to see how much of quality, style and elegance
$25.00, $30.00 or $35.00 will buy here. If you arc the least bit in
doubt as to the proper choice of material or style of make-up, our
best judgment is freely at your service.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESISERGEWS
OND LEADERG
323
Broadway
RED MEN MAY BUILD !, A bird's wing is,
its owner's weight, twenty times as
HOME IN THIS CITY strong as 'a man's arm.
•
in proportion to)
First Drunamet--,Yes, I am just
back from a three-month trip on the
road.Members of Otego tribe of Red Second Drummer—Get many or-Men are considering a plan for
building a home. Since the Odd Fel-
lows, Elks and Masons secured
homes, the idea has grown In popu-
larity and it is probable that some-
ders, old man ?
First Drummer—You itet I took
Ay wife -along —Chicago News.
"Willie, did you put your nickelthing definite will be done within the lit the contribution box in Senday
next few weeks. The finances of tireeerhoot today'!" "Nod mamma. I ast
tribe are in excellent condition, and E.dli e Lake, the preacher's son, If I
everything is favorable of the realize- couldn't keep it an' spend it fer can-
lion Of the project, dy, an' he terve me pertnission."—
Denver News.
toncert at Wallace Park.
A big concert by a band of 30
pieces is a project being considered
by Manager William Malone of Wal-
lace park, and Prof. William Deal.
Prof. Deal intends to consolidate the
Metropolis band with the Paducah
band and will go to Metropolis to-
morrow with music to rehearse the
Metropolis band. It will be given
Thursday night at Wallace park.
Hurt in Automobile.
New York. Aug. 26.,—Frank Har-
rion Higgins, son of the late Gover-
nor Higgins, and Ethel Levy, ac-
tress, the divorced wife of George
Cohen, and Ethel Levy's cousin, Cora
were Injured when Higgin,
automobile crashed into a trolley
car at Coney Island this morning.
The car was practically destroyed.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 26.—Algin
Thomas, a prominent farmer of Mont-
gomery county, was shot and killed
today by, Mrs. Kate Brumet, the 20-
year-old wife of Abe Brunie., another
farmer-------
-
The Brumets were tenants of
Thomas and the men had disagree.
ment, and today while. Brumet was
away from his home Thomas shot at
his wife three times without effect.
She secured a revolver and killeto
him instantly. She is about to be-
come a mother and as a result of the
ehock is in a critic:xi condition.
Thomas was 70 years old and leaves
a family.
--
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be_vertecavItea
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
IS usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot Bummer months and the
different organs need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill -
ness. ,
Good health is smeared however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders—ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, ronditions,billousness, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kind*,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have no
attehdlug ill effects. Usually you are
as ill from the customary medical
prescriptions as from the Illness, but,
in Osteopathy you experience none of
this,,.-Let, me tell yset et any ttzne-of
the great Rtlfe411 I sp having with
thb treatment in lese9eah..I shall re-
keeps fer you to people rot know well for
moue, hack pies everywnere. Preleb0 cost, the evidence, and who will tell you
just what it has done for them.
How to get rid Of yo!y mother .1, DR O. 3, FR AGE.
tityr—btote oirte-.04.! 616 kiroadwaY. tiPtitaIrs. Pho +406
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Retry doss makes you teetbetter. LeePro's
 your whole ;wades Hitt. Sold cur dye
Blind Cupid -"How do yeti know
he is in love with that red-haired,
MI 
freckled-faced girl?" "Because," an-
swered llo Cayenne, "he refers to
laer as golden and stays freckles in-
dicate a fine compleXion."--W-ashIng-
ton Star.
Awful tiardehlp.
"We easy ,et a divorce in Routh
Dakota, Ise - it!"
"I ihoald say not.'
"Why, they or,, require a Atort
residence."
"Yes, be' yen nave to stay In
Sc-uth D.&.' me:melt:le, dun t
you?"—Clevektnd Leader.
Prize Waltz
At Wallace Park
A prize will be awarded to the best lady
dancer attending the dance at Wallace Park Pa-
villion Monday night, August 26th.
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
liteurporeted.
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Varasols
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
Vrice
*COO Parasols $ 2.00 $2.00 Parasoh, $ 1 .00
$3 00 Parasols 1 .50 $1.00 Parasols .50
%me ZArepted---AU Sc.
open meetireg
Wednesday at
grove invited.
--Perpetual
Just receiver.
way.
--Dr. J. W. T. Patterson, of 4'15
North Twelfth street, announces that
in future he may be reached by new
phones 661 or 1500 instead of old
phones 1161-m or 2099.
-Place your orders Tor weddl-g
invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will fled anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
, -Miss Edna Rook, of Fifth and
Clark streets, has been engaged as
private secretary to StOerintendent
Carnage-flied will enter into the dit-
ties Of the Office September 2.
--The board of directors of River-
side -hospital will shortly let a con-
tract for placing fireeescapes on the
hosPital, as provided for by law. Bids
wilf -be called for at tire next meeting
prqbably.
-The fore/wing examinations hese-
been ordered by the U. S. civil ser-
vice commission for this district:,
Flremarr (stationary-4 September 25:
laboratory assistant in Umber test,
forest service, October 2.
---The Hod. Carriers' union, color-
ed, will close Its "'Goddess of Labor"
contest Wednesday. The contestant:
stand as follows: Bessie Stone, 74:
Neppie Newbern. 527 Lillie Mae
Boyd, e; Lorena Hale, 4; Bertle'ae'll-_
hams, 4.
-patrolmen Hen-iy gingery and
Aaron Hurley have been "transfer-
red again" and once more patrol the
Union depot beat. Patrolman Mar-
ley has "Fisheeville" and Patrolman
Singeryarneefs trailer-et the depot
Patrolmen Cross and Johnson vierc
transferred back to the Broadway
beat from the depot beat.
-E. D. Hood, a, painter, was ar-
rested on a warrant charging him
%teeth mistreating his wife. He gave
bond for his appearance tomorrow
morning in police court.
----Illinois Central railroad !hops
are running on "one side" today be-
cause of repairs to two boilers. Flees
began to leak In two of the boilers,
and fires were raked out and boiler-
ltdakers sent in ,to overhaul, them.
This leaves but two Out oft battrity
of, four bolliire, and at times proves
inadeqtate -to operate the entire
shopss.. Machine shops are run hut this
morning both planing mill and rottnd
i t s were .reitie down. there not be-
at
to-
-- Bend concert at Trimble Street
church, admission 25e.
-Don't miss the band concert
Trimble Street 'Methodist church
night.
-For Dr. Peadley ring 416.
-Dr. Buyer residence pboue 464;
attest 176.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 400%
Broadway. Phone 196
-Hear Jettison's band at Trimble
Street church tonight
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun eine,. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to earners. Sun Publishing Co.
--We give you better carriage and
bettere_servica for the money thee Hues, Edward Fall:they,
Is given by any transfer company In Blanks and Edward Young
America. Fine cgrriages for special
occasions on short notice; also tee- see
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Kodaks from $1 :o $25, Some-
thing new In, the line and all neces-
sary, supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; now
phone 351.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your fiends going altay for
the summer The address will be
changed as often as devised, and the
rete Is only 25e a month.
--Hotel Belvedere Cafe, Joh*
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
-Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting trip*, furnishcd,
wtth licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113:
--Evergreen Grove will haNe an
at Broadfoot's hall
8 p. ne Friends of
Leona Hall. clerk.
green lawn grass seed
Brunson's, 529 Broad-
running. :et extra firemen were
employed and are making as much
steam as possible. At times the plap-
ing mill is put into operation, but
steam Is exhausted fast. Defective
boilers will be finished this week.
RAILROAD NOTES
went to Chicago from Louisville
I Four mute L. & machinists ar-
rived In Paducah this morning to
work his Paducah I !Mole Central
shops. They are Messrs. Robert
Walter
IN THE COURTS
Oide-r•rbirdr-r•r-r4reede
PEOPLE
4 MO SOCIAL EVENTS
4
Polk Bele!.
The engagemer. and approaching
marriage of Miss Erne Louise Polk
and Mr. John Reid .e announced to-
day. The weddine wit' take piece at
the home thi brele, September 1.
Miss Polk Is tne daughter of Mr. and
Mrs_ L. T. Polk, of the coulee, and
she -is a popular young woman. Mr.
Reid Is prominently connected, and
a young man of much ability,
COUpIM
Miss Lillie Lady and Marcus How-
erton. of Eddyville, were married at
the .court house yesterday at 10:30
a. m. The Rev. G W. Banks, pastor
of Trimble street church, said the
ceremony in the presence of a few
friends. Mr. and   Howerton re-
turned to Eddyellie atter the wed-
ding. •
A Deuble Wedding.
A double wedding was_ performed
En the parlors of the Palmer House
yesterday afternoon by the Rev. S.
B. Moore, pastor of the First Chris-
tian church, when be united Mr.
'Henry Mabry and Miss Cleve
M 
a Shep-
herd and r. Berl Jour* and Ethel
Mabry. The ceupleghliaine here from
1Bardwell. and atter the ceremony re-
'turned home. They came here to
Master Mechanic H. E. Fulmer, of have a quiet wedding.
the Illinois Central, returned yestere
day morning !rem Chicago, where he et.sit Virginia Newell returned Sat-
attended an annual' staff meeting of urday from a-several weeks' visit in Alderman Sam T. Hubbard
officials of the road. He left Paducah New York and Canada. Miss Newell little Miss Ella Puryear Hubbard
Wedneffslati with J. G. Nearer, assist- will leave this week for Brownsville, litle Miss May Puryear let today
ant superintendent of the Illinois Tenn., to visit her parents. Rev, and for Princeton. where they will meet
Central, la private car, No. 6. and Mrs. T. J. Newell. Mrs. Hubbard and accompany her
Miss Julia Scott, who has been home this evening. Mrs. Hubbard
spending the summer in New Rork has been visiting -in Clarksville.
and Canada, is now the guest of Miss Tenn., for two weeks.
Mary Bringliurat in Washington. s Chief of Police James 011111ln WesIlt
Mr. Z. C.'Grahani went to Mnrrsi to Louisville today on- a business
athle morning on business. , trip.
Attorney A. E. Bogd went to Mur- Miss Ina Hughes, 314 North Elev-
ray this mol-ning on Professional enth street, left tieslay for Marion on
business, 
a visit to friends and relatives.
Attorney William Marble street ta Mr. Vaughan Dabney and the Rev.
-Sddyville this morning to attend William Bourquin left today for Mad-
01GE
In Police court.
Police Judge D. A. Cross held an
uninteresting session of police court
this morning.
Lloyd Cartwright and Will Barber,
colored boys. were held over to _the
colloty court for throwing iroa nuts,
rocks and other missiles into a
crowd of women and children at
Eighth and Tennessee streets Friday
night, and striking several boys.
Jesse Wilson and Sanders Rey-
nolds, colored, breach of peace, OA
and coats each.
Other cases: Frank White and
Frank.. Ross, drunkenness, $1 and
ousts; Jim Bland, colored, I:Hunk and
disorderly, $e and Costs; Dr. Hard-
wick and B. Warren, breach ot
peace, continued; Mary Hatnmong.
breach of ordinance, dismissed; Will
Kirk. Roy Stanley, Le A. Kirk and
John McKay, colored, breach of
pews,. dismissed: _Harry 41..lhies.
breach of ordinance, continued,
Deeds
Ella HarvIck to Nellie N. Warner,
property at Twenty-first street and
Broadway, $1,500.
J. B. Garrigan et al to A. N. Mc-
Kinney, property in the county, $30.
e
Marriage. Liceneen.
Arthur Williams to Reby ',Cotter.
Willie Howell to Edna peace.
Martell: 14e-wereen to 1.1111e Lady.
--
, In County Court.
John W. Egester was appointed
inistrator of BertrattlEgeeldr.
"Age," sings the poet, "is oppor-
tunity no less than youth," but it is
too often only the opportunity of
wearing false teeth and imitation
hair. s
-
court.
Mr. R. C. O'Brysn went to M t -
ray this morning Cr bnsiness.
County Attorney A:ben Barkley
returned from Mayfield this morning.
Mr. J. W. PadgItt and daughter,
Pauline. of Kirksey, returned to
their home today after visiting rela:
tlesas In the city.
Mrs. Henry Dreyfuss arrived front
New York, while her daughter Miss
May rule remains a few weeks longer
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Pate. and Mr.
Roy Holley. of McConnell. Tenn.,
tif7Miss A een Taylor. of Belleville, Ill.,i
and in Sue Brown Moss,' of Union
City, are visiting the family of En-
gineer Ed Brown, at Thirteenth and
Tennessee streets.
Mr. Herbert Sullivan, of North
Sixth street, has gone to Louisville.
on a visit to his brether, James Sul-
livan.
Mrs. Jessie Spinner. 1143 Broad-
way, will leave Tteeday for Jackson
and Detroit. M1e.41., Windsor, Canada,
and Buffalo, N. Y.. to visit relatives.
Mr. J. Polk Ritter, the cigar man,
has returned from a visit to.Clarks-
eille.
Mr. C. W. Trent and daughter Miss
Ines have returnee after a mouth's
lash to LontsviII?.
Mrs. F. D. Rodfus and little son.
Worten, will leave tonight for Chi-
cago, Milwaukee, Wawaizo Springs
and other points fos a month's stay.
Miss Irene McKinney left today
for Union City on a visit to friends
atter-relatives. .
-Mr. and Mrs. Victor Thomas re-
turned yelBerday from a three weeks'
visit to Ilew York, Atlantite-erlity,
Jamestown and other eastern points
Mrs. William Deal will go le Louis-
ville tomorrow on a visit.
Attorneys E. W.' Battby and A. Y.
„Martin are in Wickliffe today on
professional business.
Misses Ise and Ruth Parker, Sev-
at DISCREET FINE.
elea
bar.kaytown Captein (interested fin:incises, in the assoOiaeo 'Se. hash.
Mislah Empiah, de laws oh die aosocyashun 'lows yo' toe fine a yalt one hen -
decd dollees to' drawin' • razes?, Wha'd yo' mean, don. by Grin' dat
atativr' coon setty *sinter
Umpire Jam:rum: 'Weft, do 'socyashen 's pot fain' disc-vicede
e-,!.' Lees ee d t mear_s_.
euth and Waahlugton sleet return.
ed today trout Mayfield, where they
visited friends.
Mr. Frank Vogt is 111 of malarial
fever at his home, 1217 South Tenth
street.
Miss Helen Young returned to her
home in Golconda yesterday, after
visiting -Miss Madge Schnierle.
Mr. and Crs. Ed Cunningham, of
Paris, Tex., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
A. L, Lassiter, 1601 Madison street.
Mrs. W. L. Gilbert, of Murray, iv
visiting her son, Mr. M. E. Gilbert,
1201 Salem avenue.
Mrs. C. P. 'Houseman, of Harrison
street, returned home Saturday night
after a two weeks' visit to relatives
and frien-ds at RentIngton, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jew* Lagore and chit
dren have returned from a visit to
friends and relatives in Lexington,
Tenn.
Mrs. Alex Venters, 1231 Broadway,
went to Benton yesterday On a visit
to relatives and friends.'
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Dycus, at Ben-
ton, are In the (*Hy today.
Mrs. Mary Lee Porterfield, of Ken-
nett, Mo., is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. John D. Smith, Third anti Mad-
ison street.
Miss Ella B. Wilhelm. 269 North
Fifth street. left -todauy for Ashe-
ville, N. C., to be with her mother,
Mrs. James E. Wilhelm.
Messrs. J. K. Greer and B A. Dav-
idson left today for Henderson on a
business trip.
Mr. and 'Mrs. T. D. Fooks end Mrs.
L. E. Rudolph returned today from
Fulton, where they have been visit-
ing friends and relatives,
anti
and
Isonville to attend the state Sunday
lehool convention.
Mrs. A. C. Clark has gone emit to
buy a fall stock of millinery.
Miss Mamie Quinn returned to her
home in Earlington today after a
two months' visit to Mr. and Mrs.
George Ripley, 813 Harrison street.
Judge William Reed went to flaw-
eon Springs today for a seafereT
stay.
'Mrs. le Rice and little daughter,
Geneva, 1308 Jefferson street, left
today for New Burnside. ill., on a
visit to friends
Miss Dow Reynolds returned to
her home in Wickliffe today after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. Rice, 13es
Jeffersen street.
Mr. Lynn Myers, of Krell, has re-
turned frum a visit to friends at
Union City. Tenn.
Mr. R. E. Fulmer went to Prince-
ton today on business. He will re-
turn this evening.
Mr. L. T. West, of Kevil, is visit-
ing his son, Mr. Ed West, 1203
Trimble street.
Miss Viola Frankland, of Jackson,
Tenn., is the guest of Mrs. Finit
Brown, 1031 Trimble street.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Buchanan
and Mr. and Mrs. James Buchanan,
of Paducah, were the guests of Dr.
and Mrs. is, Z. Kimbrough. of Maxon
Mills yesterday.
Mr. Harvey Young returned to his
home in Bold Springs. Tenk, yester-
day, aftereeyisiting Dr. and Mrs. I. C.
Young, of Lone Oak.
Mrs. E, B. West,, of.South Ninth
street, has returned from a Visit in
Mound City.
Miss Enema Richards and broth-
er, Frank Richards, will return to-
morrow to Cannelton, 0., after a
visit to Mrs, Billy Wilson, of South
Ninth street. 'r
Mies Madge Davis has returned
from St. Louis, where she had gone
to study late fall designs in millin-
ery.
Miss Catherine Dixon, of New
York. Who is visiting In Kell!. has
gone to Odgen's landing to visit Mrs.
J. Rudy fir several days.
Two of Paducah's newest Indus
tries are In operation, the glass plant
in Mechanicsburg, and the Lack
Malabie Iron works on South Third
street. Thoe glass plant fires were
"blown in" Saturday, and this morn-
ing the Lack company made its first
run of iron. Both manufacturing
concerns employ a large number of
laborers and skilled meehatiles and
add much to Paducah's manufactur-
ing Interests.
Fall Races
... And...
ANNUAL MORSE SHOW
Paducah, fir.
Sept. 24th, 2.1th, 20111 and
27t h
15,00‘1 Pursue and Premium!.
NO REPLY
WAS RECEIVED FROM EUGENE
GRAVES IN limp%
Anti-Saloon League leettpones Dece-
ption in Leglidative Rec.. a
Few lelys.
Reports from committees and an
address by the Rev. W. J. Naylor
were the principal topics at the call-
ed meeting of the Anti-Saloon league
Yesterday afternoon at the court
house. A finance committee has beeni
selected by the executive committee
but their names were not made pub-
lic.
The committee appointed to s'ee
the candidates for the legislature re
ported that no reply to their letter
had been received from Eugene
Graves, Democratic candidate for
the legislature. Mr. Graves said he
mailed the answer Saturday. The
committee was gamed until next
Sunday to report. Prof. George 0.
McBroom, Republican candidate, was
present, but did not make a public
statement. His reply \Yes received in
writing,
At the next registration the league
will have men at the piels and ask
every voter to signify whether he is
for prohibition, or for an open town.
In getting this expression front the
voters the league will know IV liii
what erobable Sileeetni an eieetion
would meet with.
The Rev, W. J. Naylor. president
et the County-Anti-Sae:oil league.
made a stirring address and the ap.
plattss came frequently.
The Itev. Mr. Naylor formed his
address on his experience in living
in prohibition towns in Tennessee
Other citizens made remarks on the
prugresd of the utuvenie-lit.
The Rev. J. W. Irian.
The Rev. .1. W. Irion, of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., preached at the Broad-
way Methodist church last night to a
large andience. Dr. and Mrs. Irion
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
MeGiatheey, of North Seventh- street.
Dr. Irion was formerly pastor of
the Trimble Street Methodist church,
and many of his former cnngregation
were glad to hear him again... His
topic was "We Should Seek Jesus."
in addition. to those already men-
Uoned the following will attend the
state Sunday school convention at
Madisonville this week, and have
handed in their names to the Rev.
William Bourquin, county president:
Mr. A. J. Bamberg. Third. street Meth
odist; Miss Pearl Campbell, First
Presbyterian; -Mrs. F. Wahl, Baptist:
Miss E. Griffith, Trimble Street Meth-
odist; Prof. W. H. Sugg. Broadway
Methodist.
Col. Hendrick at Murray.
Col, John K. Hendrick, Democratic
nominee for attorney general, will
not formally open his campaign un-
til two weeks front now at Louisa.
Lawrence county, but this morning
at Murray made his first speech.
Marion Club Will (tome.
The Marion Commercial club of
Crittenden county was the first to re.
spond to the call for the immigration
convention. The maeor of Marion
writes that the club will be convened
this week for the -purpose ef ap-
poenting a delegation to attend the
convention.
The streets of Athens are being,
piVed with asphalt and tracks are be-
ing prepared for electriceerolifer
Right smart reductions in
Summer Outing and Negligee
Fancy Shirts. Note here that-
every Shirt is season's make-
regular prices all marked In
plain figures. Your choke at a
discount of 20 per cent off on all
$2.00 and $2.50 shirts. 25
per cent off on all $3 and 1:17d)
quality. Choice of any MOO
shirts at $3.50. This Include;
all Manhattans ahd other well-
known brands handied,by the
House of Weille.
- 1110Wilf
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
GOOD and CHEAP
 1
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.;
Subscribers inserting want leis in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such item are to he paid for
%%hen the aid is inserted, the rule ap-
plying to (very one without excep-
tion,
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
WANTED-To buy trunk. Aderees
C, care Sun.
CLEANING sue pree.......g neatly
done. Jamey-Duffy. Phons 462-a.
FOR beams aud atovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR RENT-Apartment iu 603
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
FOR Dks w4.101J, old phone
2361.
WANTED- --Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company.
W. D. BROWN Concrete Contrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
work a specialty, Phone 2520
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales. call ..; 111%
South Third street.
FOR SALE--Five fine quarter oak
settees. Almost new. 904 Kentucky
avenue. Old phone 506.
FOR HICKORY Move wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phene 763.
01.-0111ES cleaned and pressed-.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN- BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
dles or reriair at the Paducah Harness
and --Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
. ,FOR RENT OR -BALE-Felevei
room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
painted and in good condition. Apple
to H. A. Petter.'
FOR RENT-Two six room cot-
tages 502 and 506 North Seventh
street. All modern conveniences.
Furnished if desired. Phone 2368
FOR SALE - 32-foot gasoline
launch, five foot beam, four cylinder
24-horse power. Inquire at Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co., Mechanl
iseburg.
WANTED--To rent, by man and
wife; furnished room near I. C. R. R.
for light housekeeping. - Address 408
eolith Ninth street.
FOR SALE-One fine houseboat,
also two new skiffs, cheap. Lying in
the Duck's Nest, .Paducah, Ky. -
ANTED=TWileciaes is ash wont-
an, 14139 Jefferson street. Apply im-
mediately.
WANTED --A good reliable party
to represent a high grade typewriter
in Paducah and vicinity. Address
244_dsifth street, Louisville, Ky,
WHITE GIRL-- Wanted to-do fre;ti
eral housework in small family
Good wages to right party. AppIN
802 Jefferson or phone 1994.
FOR SALE--Six horse power, Fair
banks Morse gasoline engine: Good
condition. wfIi sell cheap-. Apply to
S. B. MItehete 32r, South Third
Street,
SIVATION WANTED-By A, 1.
eilessuate Experienced In dry goods
61othing and gluiest; also window
trimmer f-4110 t
WANT E
bookkeeper, girl preferred. A.
Vett North Third street.
BOARDERS WANTED - Altai
furnished rooms for rent. Apply to
324 Washington street.
- ati.1 SA LE C H EA air ;
nace with all pipe for connection:
used one season, $50. Rubber Cred
runabout with harness. $15. J. A.
Rudy.
FR SALE-Good farm
ingston county 1 mile from Coffee
landing, on public road; 50 acres of
land. 10 acres orchard. Good 4-
room houses Land, all cultivatta
Good out buildings. Apply 424 Ki
caid avenue. Phone 1639. W. H. B
lb.,
Frit-N I E FORreek-
ing up housekeeping: one large beau-
tiesl wardrobe, one china closet, one
sectional book case, four rookers, ore-
dining room table-one library tale
three small center tebleta, a two hieti
gas plate oven, two wood heatine
stoves, one brass beadstead and pre/
or, All practically new to b.. sold at
a bargain at private sale. Can he
seen at 124 South Seventh street.
Fire Put Out.
On the corner of Third street and
Broadway tomorrow night at g
o'clock. the business met' end proper-
ty owners will have an opportunity
of witnessing the best demonstra-
tions of extinguishing fires evOr giv-
en in this city. A fire about 25 to 30
feet high will be kindled by means of
wood, coal oil, and other combusti-
es, and when burning- at its best it
will he brought tinder control anti
contpletely blotted out in less than
five seconds, without the ums of any
water.
Mr. Steward, of Chicago._ who is
giving 'these demonxtrations, is
meeting with great success In intro-
ducing his goods, and expects to be
here several day.s. The tests promise
to be very Interesting and everybody
should see them
Fruit Grower% From Awns.
The Creurnetcial club received
eommian icat ion this morning front
Mr. A. A. Lowers, eashier of Anna
National bank, in which he states
that the Fruit Growers of Southern
Illients will run an excursion into
Paducah cf 1,200 or 1,500 strong at
an early date and they ask for WM.-
mation en regard to Special attrac-
tions. The secretary is in conference
over Ile long distance phone anti
correspondence making efforts u
Induce them 'to bring the excursion
during the Immigration and good
roads convention, and horse show
and raves.
How to keep hubby at home- -
Bern his wooden leg.
C. E. KIDD 4 0. R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons
Office 609 eiro•dw•r
Both Phones
()Mee 1116, Residence -
R. MILTON -BOARD
Office Columbia Reading.
With Dr, J. Q. Ta)tor,
Phenes.--ilesitience, Palmer tiostwe
Beth phones 47.
i
ttours--iti m.tosnin241; 4y.:_ltstaototett1:23n. I .41
•••
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The
FAR
LANDS
An Undivided
Estate Must
Sold at Oncegammmiammagme
Be
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, having good s
schools, churches,
rural deliveries, tele-
phone connections
throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commends itself to
anyone sccking good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful
country with social
advantages. \ Tract
embraces 306 \acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
Seven rooms, one
large stock barn suf-
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head of
stock, besides spa-
cious hay loft and
corn cri-bs, three
large tobacco barns.
- '
-three good tenant .
houses, fine well and
cistern, large or-
chard, vineyard,
.plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
be named upon ap-
plication at this office.
Now is the time to
see what the land will
produce. Telephont
127 or call at office.
•
H.C.Hollins
Willing Collegian
Was Hunting For
a. Foothold.
(Copyright. Ise:, mat by Robert ilrard
Russells
Once
there was
a Young
aisle with
., College.
- Am:silos
sa assort-
meut of
cravets.
aid /demi
dS In Mee
Money
WAS
it It x 'oust)*
lueklug for
Lila Life
AVorke
waut-
edtohreak
tutu a
- i.e a rued
TUE A \ I 1,:; pmrecsiou
Axel..ttN& ao that he
could wear his Good Clothes all of tee
Titue anti get the Coin without work-
lug too hard for it
Hie Idea of a dieultied Snap was to
sit in a email Odice ahout three hours
every Day null have the rublk. enter
In eand pass Money to him. The
Medical Genie struek him as being
about lb.' softest Proposition of all.
Ile thought that all Doe had to do
ems to lead the Mark into the Cbant-
her of Horrors. where they have the
Skulls and the Butcher-Knives. look
him over. lel a few Questions, tell
him to stop Smoking. Rad then tap him
for a V.
S.. the hopeful Graduate went to the
eal Family Physiclau for a few Tips.
"Any oue who tackles the ..1:scula-
"Don't start Into this Life," be Med.
'"It's only a Tread-mill, and after your
" Logs give oat you are dropped down
the Dark Chute. Besiees, your Col-
legiate Training unfits you to help out
on the Comic Supplement. Another
thing, the longer you daily with Jour-
labliel the less you know about It. The
rbest In which to direct a News-
paper is to stay away from the Otnee
and write LeUers to the Editor."
The poor Youth had just &beat
played his whole String when he hap-
pened to think of the Stage. He was
a GoethLooker and knee how to wear
Clothes, and had made territie Hits in
Amateur Productious. The hardened
Manager to whom he seut his Card
banded him a Cake of Ice weighing
300eml as.
"The Trouble With you is that you
have been attending the University in-
stead of working on a Spring-Board
so tts- to do the Double Plip-Flops."
aalti the Rag-time imitreeario. "You
are twat, to the Greek Vere all right.
but you are shy on Buck-mad-Whig
Steps, and I can't see that you have a
Chance in a Willett. I euppose you
have studied Shakespeare. If so, you
may possibly hook up With u tly-by-
night Organization. The Legitimate
Drama is now being played at the
Whiatling-Poete and Water-Tanlue but
not in the meat Thought-Centres. If
your Voice had been cultivated in Eu-
rope.
think I
could fix
it for you
to carry p
'Spear. but
As 7011
have not
=MC le n t
Talent Ii'
get you
into the
Chorus. I
suggest
that you
14471 StilTlt is a vitrified Mutt." saki 
ge down
his WhIskere. -If you must earn
your living,. lie a Porch-Climber ir a
Sheet change Man., We now hare In
this Country four Medical Degrees
to every ease of Tonallitle. Wad of
its are kept so Mese to the Carpet that
we have to buy last year's Magazines
to put in the Wattietk-litoom. If a
Patient dies, all of hie Frientle say
that you heeled to pnek him ore en
tbey undermitte s-our Pewees, and ta-
seen to plug few ("militias ilk-Imes.. If
be gets well. be gives you the Laugh.
and you have to go after him with a
Couisteble. If- you activity a Reputa-
tion, they work the Night-Bell on you:
ad If you arrange a Dinner-Party,
It's a (loch that some Oiel Lady, three
miles assay. Win eng In sin Epileptic
Fit and crab your whole Evenene. Nix
the Materia lledica! Turn back be-
fore it in too late."
Thereupon the Collegian bethouget
him of the Law. So he went to old
Judge caveat and said he saute! to
start right In Reeding.
"If you canellepense with Eating for
the :text 15 Years. eome. and join our
noble Profeisaion," said the Judge "If
you have got Into the Food habit, how-
ever, and feel that you may nead
Clothes now and then, take my .1t1-
etre and tint-k. It's getting so thet. one
can't eirop a lirlek out of a Weenitv
without beteg at leaet three LAW.Lerit.
The one tales Nybo land are those that
their 11111:m1131 SEMI to the Cor-
ierations. anti they get roasted so hard
that qi7.y can't be elected anything eve-
s( ta United States; Senators. The le-
gal Urofesaion is a Lottery In wlirr-b
there are ts.);/ Blanks to every Prize.
and the one who gets the-Prize usually
draws a ear=e of Nereoum layspepsitt
with it null has to live on Cereal
Food. If you de3sint safe and protenble
ernploement, learn to be a Bank-Roe-
ber, but don't join the Stareation Be-
gede. The Profegsions ar6 petering
eut. We live in a Commerelal Age
Tbe Money-Makers of to-day are the
Italie Boys who trade lu Produce an.1
Manufneturcall Staple."
Aceorelinely the Yonna l'ellow pelt in
.vpplicailon with large Wleviessie
Col: cern
The Hiatt
Guy called ,
him in unit tcate4y molded; the curved lips ex-,
ass., ism pressed refinement, gentleness and
a Talk. sympathy: the dark blue eyes were
"If you shaded by long laehes, the gdiden
are Strong hair lay la soft curls on the low
arid Will
tug we can
start you
at $3.50
per _Week
maid the
Manny:or
"In ten
YI•tirv or
140 you will
be moved
up Into the
lug Dc-
- 
 e
nt e Las. pa r talent.
where you can get nek a Month just
Eke finding It. Before you decide upon
a elerertialle Career. I may as well
yarn you that 95 per (-vet. of those who
ro Into Dominoes evettelnily blow up,
Ind the other 5 per cent. compromiee
with the Trust and get what they can,
elle inexperieneed Khl without Capital
wilt, trice to get a Hammer-Lock on
%tete air-tight Combinations has about
le mach chance as a Chleken at a
Gann -Meeting. If you wish to sit on
a High Stool so long that you grow
fast to It. arid then, at the Wind-17p,
get a Floral Pillow from your Fellow-
Employee, come and join our Happy
Sand. But. If you are Foxy, cot out
the Mercantile Act and tryt some En-
(erpriso lit At Web you will have a Show
:0 pull out something for yourself"
Journalien looked very good to him,
nivel play
the Stock
Market.-
e r e
was an
I aspira-
tion. He
would go
and find
Employ-
went in a Broker's Office and study
the Quotations and gradually pike into
the World of Speculation. He sought
out a pious old Gambler who had mado
a Ton of Money by never doing what
he let on be was going to do.
The veteran Financier would not be
a Party to the ruination of any Good
Young Nan. "Keep away from the
Market." he said. "All those who play
the Ticker get the Solar-Plexus Puneh
'sooner or later. This Speeulatiou Is
very demoralizing. It has demoralised
et-cry one except me. I alsruys warn
Young Men to buy nothing on liar-
ghee Buy it outright. Yon can eo
this easily after you've earned the drat
llilliou or two as a Stenographer.
"I might give you a Hunch on the
Q. T.," said the ellti Gen t tertian. "There
who are very Bright often marry into
the families of the vulgar lilt-h, thus
acquiring the Means to go Abroad and
study Art and, at the rause time, throw
the nooks Into their Native Land."
"I'll tackle Matrimony," said the Col-
legian. "That appears to be the only
Field that is not overcrowded."
MOBAL: Every Mae knocks his own
Line of Work and sticks to it like
Glue.
ALL ABOUT TliE Ortori.ftv
because it seemed to require neither
Experience nor Funds, awl be could
mould Public Opinion without joining
the hioukiers' Union. An Old-Timer In
the Muskies, irteerededdneeterter,
The Empress Eugenie.
Eugenie's life passed from sun-
shire to shadow almost at its noon
"No words," says M. d'Herlason.
writing of her wedding day, "can
The Immigration Convention.
The immigration association will
hod its secoed annual convetion
September 26 and 27 and has invited
lion. Frank M. aargeant, department
of commerce and labor, Washington,
D. C., to be eremite at the conventien.
He ham shown a great deal of Interest
in the western Kentucky Immigration
work, and it is enacted that be will
attend the convention and deliver ab
address.
Governor Beckhani and other state
olive:Lis,' who have sheen interest its
this work, have also been invited and
ftra expected to attend.
Hon Hubert Vreeland, CoillMis-
ater of agriculture, forestry and
immigration4 wet call the state board
of in
on 
nutgration to meet in joint sea-
si with the executive boatel of thlee
Western' Kentucky Inimigiation &o-
elation durrns the convention in Pa-
ducah.
Delegates from the Lou:al-Ole Cold-
mercial club and Chicago -Commercial
association are also expected to at-
tend the convention.
The officers and committees of the
itnuitgration association have gonel'to
woek with a will and determinatioa
to make this convention one of the
most important affairs ever beed in
Paducale It is hoped that the bust-
' D. W. COONS, Secretary.
uess people and citizens generally
D. K. HUGHES, President.
will co-operate with the association
to the end that great good will remit
from the meeting.
Mr. .1. C. C.atr. TaZustrtal commis-
sioner of time Illinois Central railroad
and Mr. .1. F. Merry, geperal \emi-
gration agent, will ettend its well as
many other important officials
st 
 inter-
e ed in immigration and good roads.
A great malty citizens of We-stern
Keatucky have shows Interest ,in mm-
migration, as well as interurbanl
lines and good roads, so that theae I
last two :mortant matters will be con-
sidered at the convention and the
people. given an opportunity to com-
bine In a strong co-operative move-
ment to promote immigration and
encourage interurban lines and good
roads for western Kentucky. •
The business well farmers, labor-
irrg classes_ and all citizens will find
something in this effort to bring
about better conditions which they
can encourage and help. There Is
nothing in the immigration associa-
tion's woark which 311 men who de-
sire the uphneding of Paducah and
western Kentucky cannot endarlee
tete It -is sincerely hoped that every
one Interested will be a booster for
the inimgration convention.
If eon desire to Improve your busi-
ness! If you desire to improve your
farms and real estate and increase
the value of same; if you desire more
capital in Paducah and ?stern Ken-
tucky; if you desire to see all the
waste places throughout this section
IUeJ tip w.th hustling, progressive
farmers and truck gardeners; if you
desire to Bee Paducah a great market,
shipping hundreds_ of car loads of
produce to the great central markets
of the country; if you desire'to see
the wealth of western Kentucky
greatly increased: if you desire in-
terurban lines; If you desire good
roads; if you desire greatly increased
Is-mill:Olen, and all else which means
cdeohately describe the charm, the 
beauty, tie grace of the sovereign; 
the future prosperity of raducah and
western Kentucky, join hands with
THE OLD BACIALit's
%%ORD_
nothing that has been written *
will be written aboue her can poste--
1,1y be exagerated. I was literally
fascinated." Her sculpturesque pro-
file gave character to a faultless face;
the nose was slightly arched, the
cheeks and chin were firmly and del-
white forehead; she was of middle
height. slightly and gracefully built;
In ,eomplexioh a "blonde ardente."
In short. the Empress Eugenie at the
age of 27 was the loveliest woman of
her time.—Boston Transcript
•Endorsed By the County,
"The most popular remedy in Ot-
sego county, and the best friend of
My family," writes Wm. M. Dietz, ed-
itor and publisher of the Otsego
Journal, Gilbertimille, N. Y, "i.e Dr.
King's New Discovery, It as proved
to be an infallible cure for coughs
and cods, making short work of the
worst of them We always keep a bot-
tle in the house. 7 believe it to be
the moat valuable prescriptioe
known far Lung and Thehat ellseas-
es." Guaranteed to ueter disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggists.
Price tole and $1.00. Trial bottle
Erg&
Biography at Harvard.
Matthew Paris— An fengesh scholar
Invented plaster of. Paris, Ky.,
named after him. The flret parasite.
Walter Camp—New Heveres only
pride. Manufartnrers of Vita ('-imp's
pork ane beane. Inventor of the
summer ramp.
Ramettem—Anelent Eeyptlan -king.
Also a eigeret nicker. else- runs a
rathskeller In -Cambridge. Nickname
Rammy.--Harvard Lampoon..
Borne men are willing to do em-
itting—except work.
the immigration association, encou.- dylah in hie actions, and unclean in
age its work, boost the convention his dress and portion, makes it *n-
and help get a large and representa- pear as If some of the commoner de
tive attendance, which will aid in pro- evades of life might be Inculcated if
moting all things which means the
welfare of this section of the state.
The immigration association ap-
peals to the business people and citi-
rena of western Kentucky to aid them
In this work. Otu` future prosperity
depends largely on the spirit of the
people and the -aggremiveneas and
wAlineness to co-operate in a trey
that will make effort* for greater
progresi irresistible.
We &vie unbonecled confidence in
the future prosperity and greatness
of Paducah sakti western Kentucky,
Provided the people can belea to see
our great opportunities and the im-
portance of our natural advantages of
location and the blessings of .0U;
great waterways and the allitoInte
necessity for the prompt awakening
of tree spirit of aggressiveness and
rev-operation In a way that will en-
able us through strong organizes1
effort to grasp oar opportunities and
put In force ways and means to bring
about improvements of Vast Iltil)Ort-
alien To der future growth.
The prospects for addillonel steam
railroads for this section In the near
future are bright. The prospeetreter
interurban tines are good, and we can
have hundreds of miles of grafe:
roads throughout western Kentucky,
we ran also locate thousands of desir-
able families on land that Is Pow
practically unproduetive. We can
double and treble Our manufacturing
Interests, we can add Immensely° te
the material wealth of this section oi
the rtate, but in order to do tide
strong airganized effort must be
made, hacked lip by the co-operataor
of the people, tod this alone nal
Make poterinie the -Suture grese Ilk
of Pairileah add 'western Tfbn-iucis.
benee the neceseity for the awaken
Ing of that spirit in OUT people which
will recognise this convention as a
meeting of business people and citi-
zens determined to encourage the
coming of railroads, the building of
Interurban lines and the bringing id
of a desirable class of immigrants
This is our program and platform,
and we appeal to every citizen and
business man In ivestern(Ksntucity to
sake up to the Importance of these
matters and let us all get enthnsilite
tic and be a unit for additional rail-
roads, interurban lines, improved
highways and for Immigration. Let
us talk these things morning, noon
and night and advocate them with
your friends and acquaintances on
(veer"- possible occasion. Unity of
aetion Means success. Distterfalon,
luke-warmness, lack of co-operation,
means failure. Success on the above
lines means additonal factories. In-
}
creased business, increased prosperity
for the farmer and business man.
Right now, today, we appeal to
every man who reads this article to
set aside September 26 and 27 for
the purpose of attending and Co-
operating with the immigration asso-
ciation for a greater and beOr Padu-
cah and western Kentucky.
WESTERN KENTUCKY IMMIGRA-
TION ASSOCIATION.
••
Puzzled Him.
-
"11 hat la thunder is that Iot-
The erase of Profanity.
Among the throngs in eitlet, low
though the common standards -of
taste may be, there is lesa swearing
than among the farmers and mil;
hands of the country. The idle and
empty- person, whose self-importance
is In inverse ratio to the occasion for
it, impresses hinraelf on his associates
by reprehensible phrases, bet It Is to
be owned that be is of too limited In-
teligence to appreciate the fact that
he ia making himself disgusting or'
offeneive. He damns everytbing of
which he speaks, as a habit--his
state, his town, hie; goods, even hie
latives. And he does it because his
parents and friends are constantly
swearing in his bearing, and he has
adopted the practice uneonselously.
Most people believe that enough Is
already taught in the public schools
of this country, but the fact that a
boy may be a bright erholar yet be
unpleasant in his conversation. roa-
not by set lessons, at least by a lug
geation in our class-roome—ffirook
lyn- Eagle,
Bilk-sin Business Good.
A visit to -the balloon --factory of
Mn, Stevens the other day Was rather
surprising. Xo less than eloven bal.
kmne were toned either completed
or in course of construction. , One of
50,000 gable feet capacily for the
United States government. -
J. C. McCoy, one of. the represents-
Cape of America in the Gordon Ben-
nett race this year, Is having one
built of 16,000. cubic feet. Another
of 60.000 cubic feet. Another of
60,000 cubic feet goes to a Mr. Bax-
ter In Florida. Still another goes to
far off .Tohanne,sburg, South Africa,
Elmer Van Ranken, of Gloversville,
N. Y., Is having an airship built
which will- contain Se500 cubic feet
of hydrogen. Two captive balloons
hove —gene-teeen enterprising couple
of young men at Norfolk, who are
operating in a park of their own jut
outside the Jameitawn expositions
The other purcha.sers are Oscar Head-
ier, James H. Marra Joseph Call and
William Thallers -American Maga-
zine of Aeronautics.
DON'T' UK 'mum
And lose nil Interest when help is
within reach. Herbitte will make that
liver perform Its duties properly. 3. Ft.
Vaughn. &Lim. Ala., writes: "Heine a
sonstant stutterer from constipation and
a disordered neer, 3 hare found Her-
niae to be the best medicine, for these
,roubles. on the market. .1 have used
t constantly. I believe it to be the
-est medieine of its kind. and I wish
all sufferers from theaC - to
know the good Itefbine huts dctne me,"
'Wit by .5 IT. I /.111fiehtkPgitr, Less throe.
-ilr•
Erle---4y I go 'out and _look at
;the entnet, mummy Mummy--Yen,
dear, but don't go t elose.—Tatler.
FOR KENT
&verar desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-MAN NATIONAL BANK
 Ansitanssawss
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
Ws are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
1221434 N. IPourth St. Phones 787
TI ithl.IN IN TOBACCO FIELD.
Iltiw The) Helped Greeters of Weed
lit Kentucky.
"I saw a sight out in the toontry
the other day." said An old Ken-
tuckian now visiting In St. ',outs,
"that reralled a good mans memo-
ries of the tobacco fields of mY native
state.
"You know wherever tobacco is
green tobacco worths appear as
though by ;magic. If 'let alone thes.
speedily destroy the entire crop, so a
large where of the attention require
IS)' a tobacco field consisted in gets
tine rid of the worms. Sometimes
the pickers were provided with little
tin buckets, old oyster cans, or things
Like that Into witict they could put
their worms, sad the one whose can
was fullest at the end of the day's
Work was rewarded with a small
gratuity.
"After the war, however, the col-
ored boys and girls preferred going
to school to picking tobacco worms,
so it was hard to find pleicere.
"Then some one discovered that
turkeys would do the work, and every
tobacco grower raised each season a
big flock of turkeys, wad turned
them loose in his fields to catch the
norms. They soon learned What
they were there for and that the best
part of their-dally provendal _was to
'San
on the ground. They would exatiene
every leaf and not a worm eseapeul
them.
"The St. Leuis County farmer had
a patch of tobacco, for his own use, I
suppose,- and he also knew the trick
of keeping the plants clean, for there
was a squad of half-grown turkeys,
with an ohi gobbler and three or four
bens leading the procession,-march-
ing up and dowd the rows, turtling
their heads first one side anti then
to the other, and jumping up with a
kick and Setter after a worm that
was too high to be reached from the
would.
"I don't know bow they manage
the worms in Kentucky now, for it
has bean yeare —vance I have bees
there. Perhaps they spray the plants
with insecticides, but I shall never
forget the diligence displayed by the
young -turkeys when they were first
tntrodureS Into a tobacco field sail
discovered that worms were good
eating."- -St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
"Regular as toe Sun"
s an I ate on as old as the rsee.
NO liOlibt 'he' rising and setting of
the anti is the most regular perform.:
sore In the .universe, unless it is th•
action of the liver and bowels whew
regulated With Dr, King's New Life
Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Inta
If you keep turning to the right
you Will never get left
•
•
A Man is Known by the Tele-
phone He Keeps
Pad.ucah people demand the be and we meet
demands of the best people.
the •
EAST TENNES§{EIREPHONE CO.
‘. •
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the -most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck 9f the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early  Times
And
Ja,ck Beam
Imoomm 
Is nine summers old. - The gov-.
tilent stamp will fro indicate.
is
• a
a
I.
A 4
r-
•
RID
. 
4 
•
,/‘
,11
I
4
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"The Bleed Is 'the Life."
Science has never gone beyond the
above Simple statemi nt scripture. But
It has ilhabtuated that ettatement and
given ins moaning ever bmadening with
the increasing breadth of komiledge.
When tie) blood is "bad" or Impure it
Is not alone the body wittich suffers
through disease. The brain Is also
clouded, is mind and judgement are
tedeart ny an evil deed or Impure
tho tit tly traced to the
imp of the b F I in_sem_22L.....elem sde
can be made pure by Cm tese of_ Dre
Pierce's Goteeen_nurell 
MU' in$ .11 the _beast thereby
tering, pimples blotches, eruptions and
other cutaneous affections, as iv/erne,
eater, or ealt-rheum, hives and other
manifestations of impure blood.
*
In the cure of scrofulous swellings, err
largol glands. open eating ulcers, or old
sores. the "Golden Medical Dimovery 'has
performed the most marvelous cures. In
eases of, old woes, or open eating ulcers,
It is well to apply to the open wires Dr.
Pierce's AU-lie Salve, which pos-
sesses wonderful healing potency when
modem applicatien to the sores in con-
junction with the use of "Golden Medical
DIseevery • as a biped cleansing roma'.
Oltenia) treatment.. If your druggist
don't happen to have the ̂ All-Healing
Salve.' In stock, you can easily procure It
by' inclining tifty-four cents In postage.
stamps to IM. R. Y. Pieree, OM Main St.,
Buffalo, N. Y., and it will come to you by
omen piest. Most druggises keep It as
well as the "Golden Medical Discovery.''
04000410•
You can't afford to accept any medicine
of unknown coinporsitton. as a aubetitute
for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is
& medicine OF KNOWN. COMPORITtoN,
having a complete list of Ingredients in
plain English on its bottle-wrapper, the
mime being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
Mea-Firiug ou Lend.
Considerable interest is being luau.
tested in naval and military circles
enth e northeast coast by the installa-
tion at the drill -.hall of the First
Durham Royal Garrison Artillery
Volunteers at Sundeeland of a model
sea range 'Tor artillery practice.
A stage at one end of the hall is
covered eith silver sand to represent
the sea, and by means of an endless
belt driven by a small electric motor
model ships are made to "sail" otter
the stage in a very realistic way.
At the other end of the hall is
battery, 'consisting of two four-inch
guns. A miniature rifle is attached
to each gun in such a way that it fol-
lows the aim. The rifle is fired and
the effect is most realistic. If the
shot hits the "sea" sand splaches up
like water, while if a ship is hit it
sinks out of sight. The mow is
being esed to the great improvement
Hi the gunnery of the men of the
corps.—London Expreem
The.. Limit of Life.
The most emit:tent medical scien-
tists are unanimous in the concluslan
that the generally accepted limitation
of human life is many years below
the attaintnent possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of which the 'race
Is now possessed. The critical period,
that determines its duration, seem.
to be between 50 and 60; the prop-
er care of the body during this de-
cade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to los-
gevity. Nature's best helper after 50
Is Electric Sitters, the scientific tonic
.medeene that revitalises every or-
gan of the body. Guaranteed by all
druggists. 5e.
German Military Training,
Germany, through the thrift, intel-
ligence and prosperity of her people,
Jliestrates; to Mankind the advan-
tages of training in youth her man-
hood_ to the use of arms; the habits
of discipline and the order and
• cleanliness esf person are cartied into
afterlife by all classes of modem
Germans; this pertneale.s the whole
natien, and is today recognized as a
national characteristic. The womdt-
hood of the mitt= looks with re-
preach upon the man ignorance of
nretarv ermine-1g .1telean Monthly.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port, ill.
Ulf $1 a Dot EverIthing
*1.1. L Propellent.
ilVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINK
-haaaetile sal Paducai Packets
(Illeorporated),
(Daby Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans
Me and way landings at 11 a.' m.
Special excursion rate now in et
feet trout Paducah to EminsvIlle ant
return, 14.b0. Elegant mune on the
'Mat. Tabl • unsurpassed.
STKAIIKH DICE POWLIIR
•
LADIAVOI Pacacah for Giro and ws,
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, dally, ii
5-pt Sunday. Special excursiou rate
Dow in effeet fipm Paducah to Cain
Mid return, with or without meals
Ind room. Good music and table un
lurpassed ,
Tor further Information apply Is
A. Iliewler. General palm diLent, no;
Dtven Powlw, City Pan. Agent, at
Powler-Crumbaugh OVA Mph
Dolt phew, NO. 11. . •
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
.1111111•05. By CHARLES KLEIN.
4 Story of Jorierieare Life Novelized From the Play by
21RTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT: I e0 6. BY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPAWV.
(Continued from last issue.)
"I've been itheeing for you, John,"
sbe said peevishly. "Mr. Bagley told
'Me you were senuewhere In the hottee.
Senator Roberts is downstairs."
"He's fume about Jefferson :led Ills
daughter, I iiiitnevee" /metered Ryder.
"Well, sear him. Where IS he
"In the library. Kate came with tutu.
She's In tuyeroout."
They left Shirley to her writing, and'
when be bail closed the door the Buse-
eler turned, to his wife and said Impa-
tiently:
"Now. what ere we timing to do about
Jefferson and Kate? The senator in-
else; on the matter of their marriage
btong settled one way or another.
Wliere is Jefferson?"
"Ile tame InUbout half an hour ago.
He was upstalm to see me, and I
thought he was looking for you," an-
swered the wife.
"Weil." replied Ryder, detertninedly.
"be and I have got to understand dot
other. This chn't go on. It shan't."
Mre. Ryder put her hand on his nrni
and said pleadingly:
"Don't he impatient with the boy,
John. Remember he Is an we have
lie le so unluippy. He wants to pleases
us, but"-
"lint he insists on pleasing itletoself,"
said _Ryder eompleting the tientence.
"I'm afraid. John, that his liking for
that Mho; Rome-Imre is more serious
than you realize"-
The financier stamped his foot anal
replied anmelly:
euesstuore! That name seems to
confront me at erery turn for yeses
the father, now the daughter! l'tn
sorry, my dear," he went en more
calmly, "that you seem initialed to lis-
ten to' Jefferson. It only enconrnges
him in his attitude toward me. Kate
would make him an excellent wife,
while hat do we know kraut the
other woman? Are you willing I() ear-
rifiee your son's future to a mere boy-
1st whim?" ,
Mrs. Ryder sighed.
"It's very hard." she said, "for a
mother to know what to advitie. )f Iris
Green says--
"What!" ex/lain:eel her beehand.
"you have consulted Miss Green on the
subject?"
"Yes." answered his wife, "I don't
know how I came to tell her. hut I
did. I seem to tell her everything. I
find ber such a comfort. John. I
haven't hail an attack of *nerves since
thnt girl has been In the hoteie."
"She is certainly a superior woman,"
admitted Ryder. "I wish she'd word
that Rommore erl off. I wish she"
lie stopped abruptly as if not veutur-
Mg to give expression tinble thoughts.
even to hie wife. Then he said: "If
she were Kate Roberts she wonliltet
let Jeff slip through her fingers."
"I haerfillneorterillpd," went on Are
Reeler. "Gist Kate wore more-like Shir-
ley' Green. I don't think we venuel
have any diet/mite- with Jeff then."
"Kate Is the dnughter of Senator
Roberts, and if this marriage Is beoken
off In any way withont the sendthr's
consent, he is in a position to iii)are
my interests materially. It you see
Jefferson, send him to me in the libra-
ry. I'Ll go and keep Roberts in good
humor until be conies."
He went dowdstifIrs, and Sirs Ryder
proceeded to her -apartments, wbere
she found Jefferson chatting with
Kate. She at Once delivered Ryder
senior's message.
"Jeff, your father wants to see you
In the library."
"Yes; I want to see him...* answered
the young man grimly, and after n few
momenta' more badinage with Kate he
left the room. '
It was not a mere coincidence that
bail breuglit Senator Roberts end bie
daughter and the financier's mei all to-
gether under the Ryder roof at the
game time. It Was pa,rt of Jefferson's
well-prepared plan to expose the rns-
eality of his hilbrees secretary and at
the sinme time_ rid himself of the em-
tuurassing entanglement with Kate
Roberts. If the senator were rant-rent-
ed publicly with the feet that his
daughter, while keeping up the Netter'
of 'being enffneed to Ryder junior, was
really preparing to run off with the
Hon. Fitzroy Bagley, be would have
no alternative but to retire gracefully
tinder tire and relinquish all Idea of a
marriage alliance with the bowie of
Ryder. The critical inomeht had at
rived. Tomorrow, Wednesday, was the
day fixed for the elopement. The sec-
retary's little game had gone far
etieugh. The time hail come for adieu:
MI( Jefferson bad written to Senator
lionertte, who was In Washington, nek
big him If it would be convenient for
him to come at onee to New York end
meet himself and his father on a mat-
ter of itnortsues. The senator. oat
drally jumped to the coneinsien that
fefferson and Ryder had reached an
amicable nneitnytanding, and he Rome-
dinteiy hurried to New York and, with
lila datipplater, -ealne rmind to Seventy-
fourth street.
When Ryder senior entered 'the li-
brary, Stimator anther!), WWI Mildew.
vervetrily upend ilewts the routii. This.
lit' felt, was' nil Important day. The
mnbitien of hie life /seemed on the
point of being attained.
"Hello, ;toilette." wee Ryder's cheer-
ful greeting. '"11-bat's brought you
from Washington at a critical time like
this? The Rmwegom impost/talent
neede every friend We hate"
-• "Just as if yob dra..t knese.- smiled
the menater uneasily, "that I am here
nppolutmeht to meet you sad yogi,
50111"
"To meet me reel my sett?" echoed
Ryder, agtouisheil.
Tbe seenter, perplexed and beget-
tang to feel reel alarm. showed the
flounder Jefferseql'N letter. Ryder
read U. mid he iseekeel pleamest.
-That's all right." 11,, Fetid. "if the lad
asked you to meet us here it can mian
only one thing that at last be has
made tip his mind to this utaminge."
-That's what I thought," replied the
senator, breathing more freely. "I was
Ferry to leave Wastrtrigton at each n
Untie but I'm a father, sad Kate is
more to me than the Boss:mire en-
peachitient. Besides, to gee her mar-
ried to lour son Jerrie-eon is init. of the
dearest wishes of my life."
"You Ian rest easy." NMI IM der.
"That Is practically settled. Jeffer-
son's aeniling !tor you proves that he
Is now really to meet my wishes. II(ell
be here any intents.. How is the Rome
more ease progreesingi-
"Not so well as It might." growled
the reenter. -There's a lot of materna
eyeipathy.fer the }edge. He'e a pretty
rick man by all aceoutitte and the
newsmipere t,0 taking hie part.
eine or two of the western senator.;
are talking corporate influent-1- and
trust lenteratilon. lea when It ',lees
r. vote the matter will be settled on
early Mies:"
'That means that Judge R1114411J1tre
gIll be removed?' demanded le, der
sternly.
"Yea, with five votes to spare," an-
swered the F./meter.
"That's not enetis•th," instetell Ryder
"There must be at least twenty. Let
there he no blunders. Roberts. The
man is a menace to all the big enm-
tnereell Interests. This thing must go
through."
The door ;mend!. and Jefferron ap-
peered. On weing the senator talking
with his father, he hesitated on the
threehole.
"Colet_e In. Jeff:. said his tether
pleat:antes "You expected to see Sem
uter Roberts, didn't you?"
eyee, ter, 41,, 4,4! de, senator-It-
said the young man, when/leg into
the room.
'"I got yonr letter, my boy, mid here
I nue" raid the senator, smiling affn-
bly. "I suppose we can guess what
the business is. eh?"
"That be's going to marry Nate, of
,course," chimed . Ityuer senior.
"Jeff, my lad, I'm ghat you are be
ginning to see my wee of looking" at
things. Yettfre doing more to please
me lately, and I appreciate it. You
stayed at hems when I asked you to,
and now you've made up your mind
reea riling this ins rria ge."
Jeffers:A let his father finish his
speech, and then he selil
"I think User, must be mime [Ideate
prebeneldn ex to the reason for my
minnuoning Senator Roberta to New
York. It had nothing to do with my
marrying MIN; Reberts. but to prevent
her marriage with some one else."
"Nrhatl" exclaimed Ryder senior.
"Marriage with some one else?"
echoed the senator.- He thought be
had epi heard aright, yet at the same
time ha had grave misgivings. "What
do You mean, sir?"
• Taking from his pocket a copy of the
letter be had pleked up on the stair-
ense._Jefferson held it out to the girl's
father_
"Your daughter is preparing to run
away with my father's secretary. To-
morrow would have been too late.
That M why I summoned you. Read
this."
The mmator-totelf OP letter and se-he
read his face grew ashen and his hand
tremblee violently. At one blow all
he, reetettenc pmjeetg for his deligh-
t The Income
e
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CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol
We take pleasure In annoOne-
nig that we-now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for-Dge In the firt6
and mechanics it is the moat
economical and Satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood &Moine], It
also burns without any Of its
offensive odor. Next time try
It 10 your Chafing dish or
heater; it will be a revela•
thin to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it,
Both Phones 756,
ic pt. and bottle; 511 rebate
In; for bottle. wren
25e I pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
5c 2 pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
ill. WINSTEAD
Nap! Sort o oohs* Order!
arcilBroutwLy.
IT'S OUR WORK
to properly, accurate and
promptly till prescriptions, We
use the gr, atcst care in soda ing
and our preiCript ion department
methods are dteigned to this
end after much study and te-
perience.
The quality of our drugs aid
chernicale is of the very highest
and their freetinem and effect-
iveness the best, We appreciate
the inipiortatice f even the
smallest details and guard
against any imperfection&
grin Us Totr Prescriptions.
McPHERSON'S
Drug,Store.
galenite act of a silly, thoughtless girl
had apoiled the carefully laid plans of
a lifetime. The only consolation which
remained was that the calamity might
have been still more serious. Thie
timely warning had saved his fatally
from perhaps an even greater scsinial.
He pained the letter in idleuee to Ry-
der senior.
The financier was a watt if few
worsts when the eituatMu called for
prompt action. After he had read the
letter through there was an ominous
silence_ Then he rang a bell. The
but ler appeared.
"Tell Mr. Bagley I want Mtn."
Tile man boiled and disailleetreil.
"Who the ,levit i( this Bneelee•:" de
mended the seenter.
"English-Mee Mom! -IS-s money,"
WAX 1“-drett inese,e• answer.
"Thant the only Med we seem to get
over Imre." growled the 'meteor. "We
(welsh the moue:. . Hum Nutted) the
blood. Rome ills tine bloode I don't
want any in wine" Turning to Jet-
(emote be raid: "Jefferson, whatever
the motives that setuateil you. I "an
only thank you for this warning. I
think it would bate broken my heart
If my girl had gone away with that
temundrel. Of cutune, under the elm
euteetanees I must abandon all idea
eour becoming my son-In-law. 1 re-
lease you from all obligations you may
111(aTvat; Yeonlitilluredbutilinki nbcYlt..t issue.)
iiiti • IN PAIN-NV rer cr. re suf.redo& is 4:,, causeof all bati,it•K ry :11141 are treatedfor sickness, when they sesity are suf-fering from hunger. This ti• causedfront their food not being asolnillatedbut devoured by worms. A few diinof White's twain Venation. will cati'Sethem to eca...4. crying and begin tothrive at oiler. (live It a trial. Mold byJ. 
t0. 
RiipOel rbischluegur, Lang Bros. and C
Eneouraging,
Over in the Salmon river meadows
eountry. in Idaho, ranged a wild and
wooly bunch of long-hatred eon
punchers, wilor.s knowledge of the
world was confined mainly to trips
after cattle Into surroueding cowl.
ties. Into tan-reckless but verdant
community theee came the smooth-
tongued representative of a wild west
sisow, who hired several riders at a
high salary to do a hair-raising act,
the chief features being that they
:Mould appear to be thrown front
their horses and dragged by the foot.
After they had practiced in a cor-
ral for awbele one of _them-
himself and, risiueroin the dirt, dis-
heveled and dazed,, inquired:
"Say, mister, ain't this ruttier dan-
gerous? We might git
"That's all right." chirped the
show's representative cheerfully.
"Your salary wilt go on just the
satne..'--Lippiprott's.
RAILROAD RATE
LAW'S EFFICACY
Put to Test and Proven Equal
to Emergt Dry.
  of the Things Aceomplielied By
Federal Government Through
I' %THEM .tt I E V Fs nEsuurs.
11'eshington, C Aug. 26.---Tho l
railroad rate' law will have been in
eperation pug year on Wednesday
next. In spite of Senator Foraker's
assertion that absolutely no reeults
of any consequence have followed
Its enforcement, the interstate com-
merce commission asserts it has se-
cured these undeniable advantages
to the people:
1. It has brought about equaliza-
tion of rates.
,2. It has r%educed many tariff rates.
3. It has had a moral effect upon
railroad administrations which hae
resulted in their conformation %to
rates and ,practices of law.
4. It has ended rebates.
5. It has done away with a great
many diecrimluations which have
been as Injurious an rebittee to the
unfavored shippers.
G. It has insured the adoption or
a uniform system of aecounts and
bookkeeping which, when perfected,
will throw light upon railroad ad-
minietretion and permit small %in-
vestors to exerchse intelligent judg-
ment then intrueting their money to
tho promoters of great railway -
terprisec
Remults achieved by Patience.
Thesse_results have only been se
cured front the patient investigatien
the interstate commerce commisesion
has given to the numerous questions
which arise under the law and which
frequently have taken the form of
complaints.
Thousands of complaints have
been received which have dealt with
every conceivable phase of railroad
operation and administration. Chair-
man Martin J. Knapp, of the coat .
mission, has stated that in his judg-
ment the new law has benefited the
railroads to a small extent and the
people 'tremendously. The gate to
railroads has followed from the abo-
lition of the custom of granting
passes, by the stoppage of rebates
and by the adoption of greater hon-
esty of administration.
The gain the people have derived
is not so obvious and this probably
Is responsible for Senator Foraker's
assumption that they have had no
advantage whateoever from the new
imactment. •
The first Mmetit to the public has
followed from the equalisation of
rates. _Necessarily it is of the high-
est importance that all shippers shall
be treated on exattly the same foot-
effete until Its nnvelty had disap-eIRTs Tire the passage onhic law
peered. Hut with the prospect of adiscrimination was the - praetice,
convict suit timing officials .it is al-hence the developtnent of suds great
together improbable that say of theni
will care to consider the idea of
granting or receiving rebate:,
It is, of couree, unnecessary to ea'. ,
that there- will alsems be Intraetiontl
of the I' -. Events hate demonstrat-
ed the Tow law is not settle lent to
reach the great evils disclosed M
the Investigation Into the Harriman :
situation. Repetitions of -these of-1 Bailey, Prep,
tenses will be prevented by lee:Isla- t
t and beet hotel In the elte,Iii' prestecnt hopes to -mit, Itatca -52.110. Two large sample
looms. Bath SM04.44141, ughtio.
rbe cent:idly located Hotel he
tie city.
tX)MMER1'1A1, PATRON.ttift NO.
1,H*; rxn.
18 Yeas' emcee Iadorasi W ?mama Incorpotettd. 30(000.00 CV.'
„,t(j. 29 Carets in 16 States. his F. leaughon,
Sea ?Ambit
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Kr.ovra as the Up-to-Date besiness Si-heels
Pl)syritt\s 'unED or MONEY HER:NI/lel)
CATALOEtit
FREE
BY A P011; BBB %.13 kotik•. nets (ngem. oe Iitesiesions 'eel: by MerlMAIL keeping, tanki 114... to FIVE persons In each county, desiring t4
s ort and, Priii;attend a business college, who wId at once
gash • till., WM:WM, Telegratiliy, LetterSLIP and send tills notice Onentlonlor MIS
W rams, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Dust- 'paper) to Draimienes Practical Bus, teatime,
FREE
PAIRV.1H, 311 BROADW.IY;
oi Et :ins% lilt., Stemple-, air Si, I.ottlit.
LAKE BREEZES 
Can be !,njovcd In Sale Delight
on time TLL1. TI.AMSHU' MANITO
First-Class Only-Passenger Service Exclusively
...0,,,e. tt,..10y ••I it yr, n 14 Hart., Springs sad
k • hat. I% and. • •marvi uss Latar,a. lattiuth sad all SEAM
oa41 i'ttimJaai
Ittatrhilas MISSOURI and ILLINOIS T.." "Linng" w"ekliFrankfort.
• “•,•I •Il s
105. NEROLZHEIM P A Manaus Steamship CO.. Chicago. Or
A. F. CHURCH, 5. P. A. Northern Michigan Trans. Co.. Chicago.
Enjoy _
the
of a Lake Trip
rut ..
.i1(111111.1 to. in I.
t•• 33.4.11 I letruill Clott...i.4
D A C TIME TABLE
L. E t . C DIVISION MACKINAC DIVISION
.10.35 5.5, Le.T.olocla Mandan & •Sektiethnia 9.38-a. IiAttie. CC, 1' I ... I #  5 3: A M. • famillsys 6 Thwesdaso 4 1 — 34.1,.... Cie, 4,1 dbltv . . . .  IC, '' P V. t.• netrot Mendses fa •Satmos,
Amos Date I dial 5 :7 A ;/ •W•dneselate Ic Frtdaya 9 -
g•ae ?KIN pm areelt ttammatimema .irs-we • 13411Irt Toss Itety••• Dee.— e •eia ilmelaa4 &wog Jai, atta *atm*. lr,NU le . • maim' NOS. C.& I. Lae • , , eke raw day tarries daily is....sca...asal. Isad Tes.s•
WWI • I o mot Kamp tom Illamralad pamphlet. eadeeei. a Teets. 0.)'. A., lostrAk. nes•
METRO T & CUE% ALAND NAV. CO. "AIFIA 11- Saab% rm. a. A. 11 60044 "WI MS!,
Air Ten Miles Above the Earth.
The curiosity of the madern man
of licierkey knows no bounds. One of
his latest exploits he trapping and
bringing down to the ground with
the aid orate automatic apparetes at"
tattled to a-litilloon, specimens of the
upper air from the height of almost
ten miles. The apparatus and ex-
periment were of French invention,
and at a meeting of the Academy of
ticience in Paris not long ago Prof.
- Aubignac reported the result of
the analysis of the captured air.
It simply showed quit at the height
of 51.000 feet above' Ilea level the
eompositions of the atmosphere Is
practicaily the same as .at the surface
of the earth, although its density, of
course, is comparatively slight.—
Chicago Tribune.
InEAtTIFI*1. WOMEN
Plump cheeks, flushed with the sett
glow of health and a pure complexion.niake nll Wont( n beautiful. Take a
small dose of Hcrbirre after each meal:
it arili prevent constipation and help
thigartistritt Tim have eaten. Mrs Wm.
M. /Broad. Midlothian, Tex.. writes.
May 31, 1901: "We have used- Her-
tine In our family for Plight years, and
(mind It the nest medielne we ever
used for constmation, nillous fever anal
malaria." Fonld by J. It. CathIschlueger,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
"Tell me," (moth le "do women
vole In yofIr day?"
-me,- replied he, "they don't.-
"Do they still seek the right
suffrage?"
"0, blots you. they've had that 'Joshed by the administration in the
these.hundred years."----Puck. way of securing honest mahagenient
has teen brought about by the he
The tidal glintitity of ten.ablimed Inted etanreement of the Elkinr
from India during the year endirg TWA Is true to a certain extent., But
with March 31, i0o07, amounted Us ft to nevart.140iiiii, true that offettses
N1,3116,814 pounds, .1-ir-ii,wers committed nt-t4., tc the
monopolies ae., the Standard Oil, to-
bacco, steel and other trusts.
Ineerinenation Evils Abolished.
'hit-se discriminations took the
form of rebate allowances to, or di-
talon aith terminal an switching
roads and a thousand and one other
methods of a subsurface type whieb
only the initiated could discover.
It is a fact that many of these in-
equalities have absolutely disappear-
ed and the railroads apparently have
no desire to piece themselves in a
position where they will violate the
law. —
Following The approval of the new
law It was necessary for all railroad
to revise t'fi-e-n• tariffs, with the result
that :Inequality was abandoned and
actual reduetion in the cost of trans-
portation resulted.
The country has just witnessed the
spectacle of a number of states re-
ducing rates on traffic In their re-
spective judedletions. The effect, of
course, was to make the joint rat;
higher than the sutn of- the locals.
The interstate commerce commis-
sion has stopped this prartice by
adopting a rule that the joint. rate
shall 
rates. 
not exceed the sum of the local
Attention Is called to the fact that
there Is and has been a tremendous
Increase in raitroad expenditures dur
lag the last year, and there Is not
the slightest doubt that had not the
new law permitted the i'01111:11ittslOn to
reduce A rate which was exeeehlte the
When the Victory Is Won.
There was one other thing which I
railrolatis would have incrensed theirwished to ask the man of the remnte
future aeout, charges, thus compelling the liable.
to bear the cost of additional im-
provements and operation.
Where Elkins Law I. Effective.
Senator Foraker has dwelt upon
the fact that what has been accomp-
approval of ithe new railroad rate
regulation law could be reached only
lass en the statute books at the
time ilee cis:erred.
, For Inman 'le ill the cam',- of the
Steedeel Oil prose, 11110.111h. it MOUld
is lit, II 1111p0ShIlit, to coltallA theln
under liar new law. Sloreov,r,
elee4rean Knapp has pointed out.
the supreille court recently rendered
a decision holding that a lawfully es-
tablished tariff rate must be po-
em-tied to be reasonable:until the mon
misaion rules otherwise. Mr. Knape
believes the same decision medics
IL' matter of relation of rates. Thai
b- to say, it is for the commiseion to
de ide whether tariffs as bola reit dif-
Potent articles or different places are
dinniminetting.
The stile purpose of the Elkins law
was to reach discrimlnadone duel to
departure from tariff, charges. Itt
could have no effect In the way of
ratting charters In tatiff. Moreover
the Elkins-law is now enforce. mere-
ly provides for finding of corpora-
tions guilty of. granting or acceptin
rebetes. The new railroad rate law
prescribes, also, a penalty of impris-
onment for the guilty (AM:MN.
Had an imprisonment pi unity not
been added. the ;haloes are rebates
would have been dettineed, though
enpoeet Judgethe enormous i
Landis upon the Standard Oil eons-
patty would pave had a deterrent
at the coming congress. But the
new law has est:thee', 41 a higher
standard a hi :p, Ile le netit to the
whole p, ople. alie v. !tern marks pro-
ere.; in got erumental regulation
:hat imaild to lead to eholesorn,
e sults
1)41‘"r
Wt.. t• and you t,
!toy a bolt!
ft, 4' • ow tit one' ale,s,„ It. r 
for I.
I: .i • ; - ',n4r44,4•1,41
Mr. I. T. 1.
t llow
:4•N. es. 1.11 ,t• 111m!
nt the b.,: round
.ittliinittin . in.
".% g: !OPUS tit'01113... :a..
()pi. 'hay''ilt•t•II inclined re
ly to eriteeee oer miuleter for ti
little flaws that le, rertnyti contain,
lett i think at' u ,' ''''-mu
•
eutniuum bunam.
"Yi e." replied her eeeseee,
think so. um I don't like these sem
momma that _aro all flabby. Give m -
good stiff ones that seem to '
ones In 'ene even If they ain't
as polished as thio might be"-:
eigo Record-Herald,
If you would tie; a man of lit
faults, use a long distance telephoar
Few men bulk a gift horse In "
month because they never hav.
I ,
tiENRY MANIMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD ANA)
KENTUCKY.
Sank Wailing. flank Walk. Legal
and Librare Work a apealsiti.
tion
Louisville, Ky. Special ex-
enrnion September '.1rd, 1,07.
Train leaves,Padecah 9:30 a.
in., returning lea V414 Louis-
ville September eth, 5 it. in
Round trip $2.511.
Madisonville, len. Aeeetee
Kentucky SundayeeSchoul
sedation. Dates of sale Au-
gust 211, 27, 28. final limit Au-
gust 31st. Round trip $3.47).
Louisville, Ky.—Special ex-
cursion, August 27. Good re-
turning August 29. Rolm
trip $2.50. "Train H.
Paducah 12:45 p. m., return
ing leaves LoUlsvile 4. p, nt.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; *23.75. Coach
excursions on spacial dater*:
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
'City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or-Union Depot.
' T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket ctileo
R. M. PRATtililkl,
Agent Union Depot
rimumpamomminipmep gra
NEW STATE HOTEL
HETR4)14,1,111, 11.4
D. A.
•
I IN \ TENNKS"tb,E
Ill% Lit ptrotET tNIVVOY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,
STEINER CLYDE
LeliVes Paducah for Tenneseee River
Every Wedneeday at 4 p. m.
1, W. WRIGHT Muster
EL:41ENE  Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless eolleeed by
the clerk of the boat.
Special exrursion rates from Padtt-
mh to Waterloo. Pare for the round
rip $8.1/0 . Leaves Padueah every
'isilrawinr at tt lat
1
.,KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR S sot A $5.r 1
Ttlat Bottle Free
q41) ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES, 
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR It OW/IT DXFUNDICD.
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THE ACROBAT AND THE TIGER. ,
•
HE TRUSTED STRANGER
.aNI) kosT His I- It IA.
Needing change for a $5 bill and
-forgetting every one was not -honest,
Zilch Harris. colored. was coming to
the river this morning to begin work.
As he passed the Fraternity building
at 6:43 o'clock he remembered his
insurance was due and being in a
hurry he saw another negro coming
out of an ()Mee and asked him if he
knew where he could get the MIT
changed. The stranger answer in the
aMrmative and took the bill and
went into the ofnee. Harris waited
for him to return and it was near
work time, but no one returned. Hat.
rig went in after him, but the negro
had gone out another door and es-
caped. Harris reported the matter ta
the police.
liew to keep halr free fainter
Ph on tight.
HAVE THE SUN
SENT TO VOLT
ON YOUR VAtATION.
MAILED FOR 250
A MONTH.
LET your next onebe a bottle of the
Evansville "STEM.-
made from the finest
barley malt and
choicest imported
hops and bottled
from steel, glass
enameled tanks,
through government
pipe line.
'tinrantee'i under the
Pare Foods Acts of June,
1906, serial No. 11241."
'brewed and Bottled By
I V
.1'
4. 44- •
' • .44' •
00$411 P.
a.
11.4MIMHININIMpliwer
I RIVER NEWS
-
ks_t
Rain at the source of the rivers is
beginning to have its effect here, as
yesterday axise of t5 wes registered.
aving the gauge here at 8.5.
Weather clear and all the Packets
had big business in the freight line
as well as in the passeengers.
The I N. Hook left today for the
Tennessee river after a tow of ties.
The Joe Fowler arrived lest night
at 8 o'clock. and left this morniug on
her return trip to Evansville. Be-
sides a big trip in freight the Fowler
had 49-0 passengers. Of this party
43 were immtgrants with their
horses and household goods peeing
from Totolu to Misouri, where they
Intend to purchase farms.
The Charles Turner arrhed todey
om the Tennessee river with a big
sw of ties, • ,
The Russell Lord has arrived front
• Louis and will tie to here until
• e river rises. Few repairs will be
• eded on the big tow boat as she
in first class trim.
The Margaret left today for the
ennessee river after a tor of ties
a- the Ayer & Lord Tte company.
The Dick Fowler pulled out late
is morning for Cairo. So much
eight was on the wharfboat for the
seket she was delayed in leaving.
The Savannah arrived from the
tineeesse river today and left for
Louis after unloading freight.
The Saltine) left St. Louis today
..ii ,will be at the wharf probably to-
earrow en mule up the Tennessee
Capt. John Watts, pilot on the
gel( Fnwier, was ill Saturday night
se yesterday with malaria.
The .j.yda is still on the ways, re-
Hying the finishing touches, It is
\pected she will be lowered into the
ser early Wednesday morning.
Bargee are still being repaired on
hed, two more are pulled out.
The J. B. Richardson ran an ex-
u•elon front Golconda to Eddyville
s sterday. This morning she return-
s!. but will leave tomorrow 'morning
or Shawneetown wh'ere she will run
Acurstons Wednesday, Thursday and
FridaS, during the fair.
The Martha Henning will be taken
out on the dry docks next. Repairs
to the barges are nearly completed.
and the Henning will be taken cult
for an overhauling.
1 The Harth has returned from
Caseyville. where she went for a tow
of coal for the West "Kentucky Coal
company.
Another show will be at the wharf
totnorrow. The Eisenharth-liender-
:bon show boat will arrive early to-
morrow morning, and barges were
• !eared away this morning for the
show boars.
The Royal arrived on time this
morning from Golconda with a big
toffs. This Is the first trip far the
1 packet *Ince early last week when
IL
v.
she broke her erne and cylinder
head.
The Duffy will leave tomorrow for
the Tennessee river after a tow of
ties for the .es•r• & Lord 'fie com-
pany.
The Cowling eanie in today on
time with both trips and with good
business.
Sunday was a quiet day on the
river for the pa hoes, but many par 
tieswere out in gasoline launches
and boats The evs ning was too cool
for many, but the afternoon was en-
joyed,
• ' River Helmet.
Cairo   21.0
Chattanooga ..
Evansville
Florence.. ...
Johnsonville ..
Louisville .
Mt. Carmel ..
Nashville
Pittsburg
St. Louis ..
Mt. Vernon
Padueah
..
Railroad Legislation and Investi-
gations By the State and Nation
Montgonsety, Ala., Aug. Zee -• mid d.strict. The shippers' association
Through the action of Attorney- consists of about 10t) member
s in
General A. H. Garber, Alabama, to- central and western New York.
 Cen-
das withdrew from the hearing on tral and Hudson River, Delaware
,
the Injunction secured by the Louis- Lacktswanua and Western, Erie, Ise
vale and Nashville railroad iu the high Valley and Pennsylvania coulee
-
rate case litigation. The attorney-gen- Mrs, and the Buffalo, Rocheste
r and
eral was chagrined because the pre- Pittsburg Railway company, and al
l
siding judge of the United States of the linen of these ccrtupaules in the
court had issued an elaborate opin- state owned, operated or coptrolled
i
inn on the injunction against sher- by the
m.
ifs, solicitors and other state officials
from interfering with the operation New England Roads on Grill.
of the railroad two days after the Washington, Aug. 26.--The gov-
original writ was issued and before. ernmeut, through the department def
the state was given an opportunity justice, is making a rigid inveutiga-
to argue the question involved. don Into the affiiirs of the New York,
When the hearing came up today New Haven and Hartford and the
Boston aud Maine railroads. Al-
though this investigation has beet.
going on for a month by direct order
gel for the state had concluded not of President Roosevelt, it did not be-
to participate in the hearing. eecnne public until today. The acquits'.
The attorney-general stated that he rtion of electric roads in New England
before Judge T. C. Jones Attorney-
General Garber appeared aud created
a sensation by announcing that coun
considered the action of the court as
unprecedented sad that the state.
would accept the opinion as final on
the part of tlie court. He further
stated that as his espinion had been
ptinted in pamphlet form and dis-
tributed throughout the state any ar-
gument on the part of the state's
counsel at this time would be utter-
ly futile. Colonel Garber then with-
drew front the courtroom and the
hearing pr oceeded
Figures Rattle Spencer.
Washington, Aug. 26.- "Numeri-
cal calculations on assumed figures,"
as sarcastically classified by Vice-
president H. B. Spencer of the South-
ern railway and computed by Speak-
er Justice of the North Carolina le
g-
islature, today materially discoacert-
ed the railway official in the 
hearing
of the North Carollna rate case 
be-
f'o)reo-iiir e. appointed litaste br 
Walter
UnitedA States. M n-it
lu
n
dge Pritchard to take evidence.
With some slight assistance in the
form of guesses by Mr. 
Spencer,
speaker justice computed that 
it
costa only $54.37 to operate a pa
s-
senger train of two coaches and 
a
baggage . ear on the North 
Carolive High Clime Repsirthig.
railroad from Goldsboro to 
Greens- English sporting reporters will
boro, a distance of 134 miles. 
By have to look to their laurels, says the
the same method of 
deduction the London Tattler. Rex Beach thus re-
speaker calculated that the 
revenues late. in Everybody's Magazine tot
from that train would amount 
to April an episode in a prise light at
$390 and that the 
difference would Tonopah in Neveda on New Year's
be the profit to the 
railroad. He day:
took the positkom that in 
this man-
ner the cost of ope
ration and the
revenues of the Sopthern 
railwas
system could be computed 
to refute
the testimony given 
yesterday by
Mr. Spencer that it cost 
an average
of $1.03 per train mile 
to operate a
passenger train In the state 
and that
the reventie from the 
train would
average $1.25 per train 
mile. inclul
by the New Haven corporation is
the subject with which the investiga-
tion. Is twist immediately 'concerned.
il and express.
rise Facte Hard to Obtain.
rise At the afternoon session Mr.
Emergency Provided For.
Not long ago a young man, most
notably unblessedwerlth worldly goods
met and won a girl whose decided
personal charms were in no wise less-
ened by the fact of her possessing
full) enough at least to keep the wolf
howling at a distance.
"1m you snow, George," she one
day said softly, "I ant aanoet sorry
that I have any money-not, of
course, that I think you would love
me the leas, but---well,"
"I am not, dearest," he replied,
fondly stroking her soft, brown hair..
"You know I'd love you if you had
not a penny. but I am glad you have
You see, I know, that. should I die,
You aould be well provided for."
"BO. suppose 1 should die?", she
whispered.
"Well, then, I'd be well .provided
for, darling," he answered, for he is
a practical young man.--Philadet
tibia Record.
"In a quiet interval between
roundr; beard a reporter dictating
"
high-class ptigilistie literature:
'Herrnan's work in the fifth was
classy and he fought all over the
place. He stabbed the Dinge in the
food-hopper three times and all but
got his goat, then missed a right
swing to the butler's pantry by at.
inch. If he had coupled it would
have been the sunset glow for Da-
honiey, but Gans didn't fall for the
tepee- gag, not hgrdly. He ripped an upp.
rine cer was questioned at length concern- th
rough the Yiddish lad and put lee
rise ing his opinion of comparative rates on
 the hop with a right cross:"
3.9 rise in North Carolina. Mr. Thom, general
rise counsel for the Southern, then ob- People who 
have sympathy for hu-
rise I -tained a statement from the witness inanity
 are not sighing for heaven.
rise, to the effect that, while It is possi-
'lbl! 
to compute the average cost per This 
world only becomes ebeautifnli
8.5 .5 rise 
'
s mile of operating all passenger trains, 
as we tackle its unpleasant 
problems.i'
III
. lfe-(f-erventlys- My heste is saying
Mitres to you tbat my frightened lips
refits,. to titter.
She I faintly, .'"71111 'vine help you?
. 
. 
 
. 
it is possible to compete the average
cost per mile of operating all passen-
ger trains, it is impossible to :veto
rateiy subdivide the expenses; so .
to fix the cost per mile of operates_
a particular train on a particular
day. The hearing was then adjciurn-
ed until Monday.
Mr. Justice began his inquiry by I
asking the cost of labor, supplies
the train and all such expenses :s
could be approximated, hut _there
sweet so many expenses involved on
Which the witness had no knowledge
that the speaker Incorporated 
in.f.he
Tist a number of personal guesses. 
At
the conclusion Mr. Spencer 
character-
ized. the deduction as "the 
wildest
speculation."
How long the days SPP171 when you
are Alin of money
Fizz:' DecitiA to be Strictly
Nom-latoxicatiog Beerage.
Ed Brown was acquitted yester-
day on a charge of selling liquor
without *license. It was developed
that he had a stand at the fair
ground on the 8th of August and
so'd "Dr. Fizz," a drink prepared
by A. M Laevison fir Co The evi-
dence introduced in the ease satis-
fied the Itity that "Dr Flu" was
Strictly a ttmperanne drink, and Is
not in the least intoxicating.
This is the second time this week
that the claims of the manufac-
turers of "Dr Fizz" that it Is
simply a soft drink have been sus-
tained in 'Squire Emery's court.,
Phillip Stephon having been ac-
quitted Wednesday. This deci%don
is of much importance to A M.
Laevison & Co., bottlers of this
plane, and numerous . customers
tbrongbout this rintnity 'silo are
handling this beverage.
operation had
been estimated Mr. Jostles:, calculat-!
eif that such a train would carry an
average of 100 passengers, half of!
which would be first class end one-
half second class. and that these
would pay an average of $3.90 under
the old rate, or a total of $390 for the
trip.
Mr. Justice asked the witness If
he did not knew that At. had_ been
shown ,tha! the . Sopthern makes
more Gum snit per cent on its pas-!
eenger bueinems Mr. Spencer re-
plied that the result was "merely a
numerical ca,culation on assures '
figures."
When the Cost of
Hits at Discrimination.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 2.6.-The si at a,
railway commission today issued alt!
order commending the Great Nort'
ern to (Wise discriminating meals.
Omaha in favor of 91inneapolls
refusing cars for loading grain sis
tined for the Omaha market.
. 
. 
. 
. 
Shippers: Ask Renee Be-rvisee.
Albany, N. Y.. Aug. 26.----Cos
Plaint has been made by the N.
• York State Shippers' Protective as-
sociation against the freight service
Of various railroad companies oper-
ating in this state, according to a
statement given out last night by the
public service commission in the see-
. Ask the Children
School Books
Where to Buy
anti School Supplies
If
Why
There Will be
you listen to
D. E.
a Reason
them
WILSON
arid Music;
us at first.
for Their Answer.
you will deal with
Mart.
We have what
The Boole
not come to
.....
you need and we know what you want.
,.......mk......, ....
Her (sighing)
lovely,
Him--Where
" Her--On
lbyeefnorchaerrbyuinmgpeudiyh
I said. Pardon
mention
--Cleveland
The Evening
--Ohl I met such
polite man today.
was that?
the street. I must
ui smebyreeli
inatocairt.elAesnsd-
me, and he said,
it-1 have another eye
Leader.
a The Simulated l'oct•
I The most idotie specimen of Twee
have 
humanity who ever trod the face of
t
rl threealloiwnicig hi estbieg hyonaeir t
row two  0 by1;tils globe,
t h:
Don't.
recognized standard, would intlill'.
left.
'dime's convince uumberiess %omens s' -
that he possessed a poetic soul -
London .(1.,rt:ewontati.Eiww--1 we. a wet*.
ist
• WANTED
-
Young Men and
where intelligent
for
Women for
service will
and Women
tact-
Ages, of all
lines of employment-
as Pianos,
and Oftice
Engravings,
Wigs, Carpets,
trucks,
fishing
plot*, acres,
apartments,
painting, sineing,
&exempting,
positions of OWL,
be appreciated and
for positiOne re-
talents, of divers
Organs, Every
Writing Machines,
Fixtures, Talk-
Post-Cards,
Furniture of
business wagons,
tackle, -gutomo-
lea aeholds, equi-
stores--
the violin and
correspondence,
furnished
life is interesting.
thousands
that are
fast now,
of these
•
,
paid -
Experienced Men
quiring ability and
People of All
ablities, for suitable
reed Things-such
S'ort of Musical Instrument,
Cash Registera, Store
ing Machines, Books,
Stamp Otilections:
every kind-
Horses and Carriagea,
bicycles, guns, cameras,
biles--
Heal Estate-lots,
ties, houses, data,
Inatruction, in
piano, abort-hand,
language. dancing-
Plams to Live-houses,
rooms, boarding places
• These are some
of people
- -wanted"
rend if you
• 0
wavdt"
apartnientes
where
alike
and things
in this city
ran fill any
-
I INQUIRE
'
OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
I
-
Send a.Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
TO a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailing,rate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely-
' with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the 'Paper Wilt Start
At Once.
